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Let TF be a complex with a transformation t of prime period p, and denote by 
Wt the orbit space over W  relative to t  This paper is concerned with a study of 
certain relations between the cohomology of W and of Wt. As its applications, the 
cohomology of the />-fold cyclic product of a complex and of the 3-fold symmetric 
product of a sphere will be considered. Such studies for the homology groups 
were first raised by M. Richardson and P. A. Smith [11] who introduced the notion 
of the special homology group. Recently S. D. Liao [5] studied the cohomology of 
the p-io\d cyclic product of a sphere. Their, and also more extensive, results 
will be proved in the present paper by using of the systematic methods which are 
essentially due to R. Thom [18], W. T. Wu [19] and R. Bott [2]. The original 
papers of Thom and Wu are not easy reading, therefore we shall explain their 
theory in a complete form. Our exposition makes only use of the well-known 
simplicial cohomology theory.
In Chapter I, the theory is developed on a complex with a transformation of 
prime period. § I devoted to the exposition of the Smith-Richardson sequence and 
to its direct applications. In § 2, we define the basic homomorphism v and (^ >J, 
and study their properties. We establish in § 3 certain relations of the basic homo- 
morphisms to the well-known cohomology operations: the cup product, the squaring 
operation, the reduced power and the Bockstein homomorphism. § 4 and § 5 are 
devoted to the proof of certain theorems in § 3. In § 6 we define the notion of re­
gularity and almost regularity, and prove the structure theorems.
Let iT be a complex, and the p-iold cartesian product of K. Denote by
t the transformation on di(p)(iK) defined by the cyclic permutation of coordinates. 
Then, in Chapter II, the general theory in Chapter I is applied to the complex with 
the transformation I. The orbit space over relative to I is the ^-fold cycHc
product of K. After some preliminaries on the cohomology of the cartesian product 
given in § 7, we prove in § 8 that the pair (36(^)(iT), I) is almost regular in each dimen­
sion. In § 9 and § 10, we determine the structure of the kernel of the homomor­
phism induced by the projection of the cartesian product onto the cyclic product. 
Reduction formulas which stand deep relations with the reduced power of Steenrod
are obtained in § 12. In the final theorem of this section, it is proved that the reduced 
power is characterized by the well-known properties. § 11 and § 13 are devoted to 
determine the cohomology of the />-fold cyclic product of a complex. The cohomo­
logy groups with coefficients in a field and the well-known cohomology operations 
are calculated. As for the integral cohomology groups of the cyclic product, we 
determine only those of certain special complexes.
In Chapter III we determine the cohomology of the 3-fold symmetric products 
of a sphere. The integral homology groups and the well-known cohomology opera­
tions will be given in explicite form.
Preliminary reports of our results have been pubHshed in [8, 9].
CHAPTER I. COHOMOLOGY OF ORBIT SPACES
I. Special cohomology group 
Let W he a finite simplicial complex, and let t : W  — be a periodic trans­
formation with prime period p. Let us moreover suppose that t satisfies the 
conditions :
a) t is simphcial,
b) If a simplex is mapped onto itself by t, it remains point-wise fixed.
Then it is easily shown that the set F=^Fit) of fixed points under t form a sub­
complex of W, Let W  be an arbitrary subcomplex of W  invariant under t, and 
let G be an abelian group. Then t gives rise to a cochain map in the group 
C' {W, W' \ G) of r-cochains of the piar ( W, W') with coefficient group G. Let 
a, T be cochain maps defined by
cr-H jZ l  T =
respectively. We shall also denote these maps by p and p agreeing that p may 
stand for cr, p for r or vice versa, but that the meaning of p and p shall remain 
fixed in any given discussion. Then we have pp =0. Let G) and
G) denote respectively the image and the kernel of the map 
p:C^(F^^, W'; G) — ^CXW,  IF '; G). Then W'; G) (6 = 1 or - I )  for all
r form a cochain complex under the coboundary S in W, and hence we may define 
the cohomology group of W";G), to be denoted by W'; G). This
group is called the special -cohomology group of (W, W') with coefficients in G. 
Since we have an exact sequence of cochain complexes
O— C*(W, oC*(W, W';  G)—^O,
: inclusion homomorphism), we obtain by the well-known theorem [3, Chap. V] 
the following:
Theo:?EM (1*1). The following sequence is exact:
------ W'; G) W'; G) W'; G)
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-Ifv '  W'; G)--*
where a ^  and /3 ^  are respectively the homomorphisms induced by and p, and Tp 
is the homomorphism which sends a cohomology class containing pu to a cohomology 
class containing 3u.
This is usualy called the Smith-Richardson sequence [4, 13, 18].
Let Tl be the cyclic group of order p generated by t. Then Tl operates freely 
on the r-dimensional integral chain group Cr(W, Let jQr= S2r(W, W'U F)
be a /7-free base for this group.
L em m a  (1 * 2 ). We have
(i) W'; G) = -C^W, W'; G)+C^(W'UF, W';G),
(ii) W^; G) = -C^(T^, W'; G)+C^(W^UF, W'lpG).
Proof. Let W ' \ G), and u = u-^+U2 where W' U F; G),
U2eC^(W'UF, W^;G).
Case I : p = t . Denote by t^ the chain map induced by t. Since = 0
we have
Ut{x) = Utit^x)= ••• for
Define now v ^C XW ,  W'  U F; G) by
V(X)=ICi(X), v(t^^x)^0 (i^O) for
Then Ui=a v is obvious. Since v k C ' (W ,W '  ] G)\ we have U i^^ C ( W ,  W'\G). 
Thus we see that '^''"C^(W,W']G)(1 ^0(W ,  W ' \ G^+C^(W'VJF, W ';G) .  The 
inverse inclusion is obvious. This proves (i).
Case 2: P=a. Since au = 0, we have
Hjzl  Ui(ti^x) =O for jsc  ^Qr, 
pU2(x) = Q for X^CrQW' \J F, W').
Therefore u^^C^'CW' \J F, W ' \ pG). On the other hand, if we define v^C '(W ,  
U F ; G) by
v(t^x) = i:jz^Ui(tix)
for any x ^ and /=0, I, . . . ,  p - 1 ,  then it is obvious that Ui = rv. Thus we 
have Ui € ^C^(W, ; G), and hence -'"C^(W, U F;G ) C -C^(W, W'; G) + 
C ( W '  U F, W ' ; pG). The inverse inclusion is obvious. This proves (ii).
T h eo rem  (1 * 3 ). ( i) .  I f  W' Z)F, then for any G
; G) = ^~'IIXW, W^; G).
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1) Let B  and C be subgroups of an abelian group A, then we denote by B-j-C  a subgroup of A  
generated by B  and C. If B +  C is the direct sum of B  and C, we denote it by B 0 C .
2) W e w rite  pG= {g ^  G \ p g ^ -0 ] , PG= { p g \g kG } m d  G p ^G /p G .
(ii) I f  G is a field of characteristic q, not a divisor of p, then for  any W'
W^; W^; G).
Proof. Under the assumption, it follows from (!•2) that W ' ; G)
^PC^(W, W ' ; G). In the case (ii), note that F,W^ \ G) = pC’'(^W'\J F, W ' ; G)
= {W'  U F, W' \ G). From this, (1*3) is obvious.
The following is obvious.
Lem m a  (I. 4 ). Under the same assumption as in (I . 3 ), we have
ap^p=p^,
where p*: W ' ; G) — W'; G) is the homomorphism induced by p.
Let Qp W ' ; G) — ; G) be a cochain map defined by
= identity,
(1 -5 )
Q.==Syi2(~l)^,Cyr^•-^ 
where pCj denotes the binomial coefficient. Then we have 
Lem m a  (1*6). pp=Qpp^.
Proof. Expand = (l+t^  + '-  and t ^ ^ = ( l - r y .  Then we obtain
(1*6) by easy calculations.
T heorem  (1‘7). Let a be any element of W ; G) which is contained
in the image of  Tp. Then ive have ^(^)=0.
Proof. For this purpose, it is sufficient to prove the following: Given a cochain 
u ^ C \ W ,  W ' ; G) such that Spu = O, there is a cochain v^C''(W, W ' ; G) such that 
Pdu= 8pv. In fact, we can take v = QpU, as is proved in the following.
Case I : p=r. Since rdu = 0, it follows from (1*2) that there exists v ^ C \ W ,  
W  ; G) and w^C'(iW'  \J F, W' \ G) such that du = av+w. Then it follows from 
(1-6; and aw=pw that
pdu=pav+pw = a^v+pw
= a{du — w) +pw = adu — aw +pw 
= SaQ ^ u.
Case 2: p=a. Since adu = 0, it follows from (1*2) that there exists v ^ C \ W ,  
W \  G) and w^C'QW' U F, W^; G) such that du-=-rv+w and pw = 0. Then it 
follows from (1-6)
pdu-=^  prv+pw = Qrr^v = QrT (idu — w)
= QrrTdU=StQrU.
This completes the proof.
Let G be a field of characteristic q, not a divisor of p. Then it follows from 
(1*7) that Tp: ; G) — W  ; G) is trivial for any r. Hence
CKp is isomorphic into, /?p is onto, On the other hand, we have by (1*4) the 
commutative diagram
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H'-iW, W'; G)
' ’ V  \ ? *
W'; G ) ^  H X W ,  W'-, G).
Therefore we obtain
Theorem (I «8). Let G be a field of characteristic q, not a divisor of p. Then, 
for  any r, the homomorphism a ^  is isomorphic into, and its image is p* ^  W'; 
G). Moreoveran element of G) is represented by J3p{a) with a ^
HXW, W'; G),
Denote by W t^ O Q W j)  the orbit space over W  relative to t {i.e. the space 
obtained by identifying any two points of W  into a single point whenever 
x' = f i x )  for some i), and let tt: W— > Wt be the identification map. Then we can 
use as a ^iniplicial decomposition of Wt the images of the simplexes of W  in virtue 
of the assumptions a) and b). Thus Wt is a simplicial complex and n becomes a 
simplicial map^). Moreover W / = OQW', t) a n d = O(F, t) are respectively the images 
by Tl of W' and F, and these form subcomplexes of Wt. It is obvious that 
Tc:C^{Wt, Wt' ; G)^-~"C^{W, W^; G), 
7r:CXFt;G)^C^(F;G).
Hence we have
Theorem (1-9). Wt' W ' \ G \
7T^:HXFt;G)^H^(F;G),
where I* is the homomorphism induced by n.
It is obvious that 
(1-10) cpj* = 7z:*,
where Ti  ^: H X W t  Wt ' ; G) — ► , W ' ; G) is the homomorphism induced by tc. 
Thus (1*8) for p = r yields the following:
Theorem Under the same assumption as in (1»8), the homomorphism
TI* is isomorphic into, and its image is W' \ G).
2. Basic homomorpMsms
Let ' n \G — yGp be the natural projection^), and consider the cochain map 
defined in (1*5). Then it follows from (1*6) and (1*2) that vQp^CXW, W' U F\ 
G) C ^CXWy W' U F\Gp). Thus induces a homomorphism of W'
U F ;G ) to W'\JF\Gp). Let So- = I and and write for <SpQ% :
(2-1) ^lrp:^HXW,W' \J F\ G ) —^PHXW, W^ \J F\ Gp).
Then we have
Lemma (2*2). (i) '^^{or sends an element of W' \J F\G) Qor
(iy, W' \J F ] G)) containing au {or xu) to an element of '^H"'{W, W' \J F \ Gp) {or 
^H"'{W, W' U F\Gp)) containing au.
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3) Of course, Wt itself is not necessarily simplicial. In such a case, consider the first barycentric 
subdivision of W  and Then Wt becomes a simplicial complex such th a t tt is a simplicial
map.
(ii) (p>3), Gfid=V^ (p = 2), where is the homomorphism induced by r],
By the definition of , this is a direct consequence of the following:
Lem m a  (2-3). (i) s a mod p.
(ii) mod p (p^3) ,  and=<y (p^2) .
Proof. It follows from (I »5) that
= mod p.
(Note that ^-iC y=(-l)^' mod p, and that Q<x = l-) This proves (i).
Since ra==0, it follows from (1-5) that
O.CT== i;y4 (^-iVpC^T^-^a^pC^a
=O mod P {p^2) ,  and = (7 Cp = 2').
This proves (ii).
Furthermore we have
Lem m a  (2-4). Ci) ^pTp^Tp^p.  (ii) r = V ^ / ^ (iii) oc<T^ r=^ V^ oCr>
Proof, (ii) and (iii) are obvious. We shall prove (i). Let W'\JF\
G) be a cocycle representing W' U F]G).  Then is represented
by v^pQpPU = v^pQppu, in virtue of (i) of (2*3). Thus Tp^p(a) is represented 
by 8v^pQpu = vspQpdu. On the other hand, Tp(a) is represented by 8u, and hence 
^pTp («) is represented by yspQpdu. Thus we have (i). Q. E. D.
Define homomorphisms
U U F r , G X
U F , ; G ) ~ ^ H ^ ^ ^ K W , ^ W /  U F r , G p)
as follows
(2 -6) r . r  J n  7.=^
Then we have
T h eo?.em  (2-7). (i) i f  p^3,  and=v^M i f  p = 2. (ii) /jlv=-v/jl.
Proof. It follows from (2‘3) and (2*4) that
7^2= i*-> ,T .^K rj*= i*“> . ^ . r . T j * = o  if i)>3,
if p^2 .
This proves (i). (ii) can be proved similarly. Q. E. D.
Let a G W, W ' ; G) be an element whose representative cocycle is u. Then 
pu =  pQu\W — F )  mod pG,  where | IF -  F  denotes the restriction of on W —F.
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4) Note th a t the definition of v  is given without m aking use of local coefficients, different from 
the one given by R. Thom C183-
Therefore pu is a cocycle of W'  U F',Gp). Moreover, as is easily seen, the
class of  ^ W'U F ; Gp) containing pu is independent of the choice of representa­
tives of a. Thus the correspondence u — ► pu provides a homomorphism 
(2-8) W^; G)-~^^f f^ (W,  U F;Gp).
The following is obvious.
(2-9) apfCp = rj^p ,^ f^Cr
where Po : W ' ; G) — W' U F; G) is the homomorphism induced by p.
Define a homomorphism
4>:C ^( W,  W ' ;  G ) - ~ ^ C ^ ( W t ,  W /  ; G)
by
<pu(7Tx) = (yu(x), u^C^(W, W  G), 
where is any simplex of W. Then we have 
Lem m a (2*10). = 7r<p = a.
Proof. Let d denote the boundary operator. Since
d<pu(7rx)=4>u(7zdx) = m(dx)  = d(yu(x)
^(Jdu(x) ==<p8u(7rx\
we have = = is obvious. Q. E. D.
By (2 «10), ^  induces a homomorphism 
(2-11) W'; G) W /;  G).
Furthermore, since it is obvious that 'nSC'CW, W ' \ G)C.C'{Wt, Wt'\JFt \ Gp), <p 
induces also a homomorphism
( 2 - 12)  W'-, G) W / U F t ; G p ) .
The following is obvious.
Lem m a  (2*13 ).
ivhere y* : W/V}Ft ; Gp) — ► Wt ; Gp) is the inclusion homomorphism.
We shall prove
L em m a  (2*14). I f  v^C ' iF^G),  ihen rdv = Q in W.
Proof. Let c be an oriented ( r+ 1)-simplex of W, and let
^c=lZiaiX^-\-Y.j/30 j^  : integers),
where Xi^  yj are oriented r-simplexes of W~F, F  respectively. Then we have 
rdv(c) -=v(rdc) =v(dc)-~v(dtc)
= T.^a,(v(x^)■~v(tx,)) + I]JJSJ(v(yJ)~v(fyJ))^0, 
since y j^ t y j  and v(Xi) =v(tXi) ^O.
Let b ^ H X W '  U F, W ; G )  and let z; be a representative of b. Then = 0 
by (2-14), and W' U F;G).  Thus dv is a cocycle of
U F;G) = W'  U F;G). Moreover, as is easily proved, the class of
{W,W^ KJ F\G)  containing dv is independent of the choice of representatives of h. 
Thus the correspondence v —  ^dv provides a homomorphism
\J F, V/^; G)  —  ^ \J F  \G )
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Let US now define 
(2-15) W^\JF\Gp)
by
Then, by the definitions and (2*2), we have 
L e m m a  (2*16). (i) =
(ii) = 0 ip'^'S), and -^d-  ^ (^ = 2).
Consider the diagram”^)
-------- W ' [ J F ] G , )  H \ W ,  W' \JF- ,Gp-)
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W ' D F - ,G f )  W ' \ j F ) G p ) -
Then we have
L e m m a  ( 2 ' I ? ) .  ( i )  =  ( ii)  /^pV^^ =  f Cp f .  ( i i i )7p/Cp=
Proof, (i) and (ii) are obvious, (iii) is proved as follows:
Let \ G) be a class whose representative is it, and let u ^ u t + u 2,
where u±^C'(iW, W'\JF] G) and U2 ^ C \ W \ J F ,  W' \G). Then we have vpu = vpuiy 
and hence TpfCp(a) is represented by vdut. On the other hand, 'd^pf {a) is represented 
by Thus (JpfCp+'d'pC){d) is represented by ^^(^/1 +^/2) =^^^ = 0. This proves
(iii). Q. E. D.
Consider the diagram
H ’- ( TF/  U F,, W ;  ; G)  1 * ^  H--^X Wt,  W /  U F , ; Gp)
8 1 1=^
H ’-(W'LIF,  W ' ; G )  W ' U F ; G p ) .
We have then obviously 
(2-18) =
We shall prove
T heorem  (2*19). (i) fi4>o* -vd*7i*~'i*.
(ii) 7-’(po = 0 (p^3) ,  and ip = 2).
Proof. It follows from (2*6), (2*13), (2-16), (2 = 17) and (2 = 18) that
=
It follows from (2-2), (2-6), (2-16), (2-17) and (2-18) that
=
=O i p^3X  and = (/> = 2).
This completes the proof.
5) T he upper line is the Smith-Eichardson sequence, and the  lower line is the  ordinary exact 
sequence.
Let
( 2- 20)  H K W '  U F, W'  U F ; G ^ )
(s> 0) be a homomorphism defined as follows:
Then we have
Lemma (2-21). (i)
(ii) I f  p^3 j  then '^a-^2c6+l—^ T ^ 2a+2^^f  '^(x^2a,+2"^'^2c6+2 “  I 2oi-hl>
(iii) I f  P = 2,
Proof, (i) is obvious. It follows from (2-2), (2*4) and (2*16) that if p^?> then
= ^cr ( J J r Y ^ .  =  CT . r  J
The proofs of the other formulas are similar. Q. E. D.
When P = 2 and the coefficient group is G2, there is a variation of the Smith- 
Richardson sequence, due to R. Bott [2]:
T h eorem  (2 «22). Let p ^  2, then the sequence
-------- ^ H ’- X  W>, W I  U F t : G2) ^ H \ W t ,  W i  ; G^) —
— ^H’CW, W ' ; G2) ^  HX W,, W/  U F<; G2) —*
is exact, and
Proof Since IF,,TF/UF.; W^\JF]G2) = ' ^ H \W ,W '] G2)and
TF/ ; ; G2) by the isomorphisms induced by tt, the exactness
follows easily by the definitions of v and 4^% from the Smith-Richardson sequence 
(I*I) for P = T and G = G^ . 7z^ j (^^Q = (y^  is obvious from (2*10).
Let I f  be a finite simplicial complex with a periodic map I  satisfying the con­
ditions a) and b) in § I, and let W'  be a /-invariant subcomplex of IF. Given a 
simplicial map
/ :  (IF, T F O ->(TF, TFO 
which is ^equivariant {i.e. a map such that ~tf=fi), it is obvious that /  maps F  in 
the set F  of fixed points under /, and that /  induces a simplicial map / :  (TT ,^,TF/) 
— ►(TF., TT^ /) such that f Tt =^ nf. Thus /induces the homomorphisms TF';
G) — >i/^(TT", TFOG), ^i7\'TF, TF 'uF; G) —^ ^^''(TF, TF^  UF; G), TF,, TF/; G) 
— TF/; G) etc. Let us denote b y /*  all these homomorphisms. Then it 
can be verified easily that /*  commutes with the various homomorphisms defined 
in § I and § 2.
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3. Relations to the cohomology operations
In the preceeding section, we defined the homomorphisnivs ii, v and which 
are basic in the discussions below. In this section we shall study some relationships 
between these homomorphisms and the well-known cohomology operations: the cup 
product, the Bockstein homomorphism, the reduced p-\h power and the squaring 
operation. Whenever the argument are concerned with the cup product, we shall 
always suppose that coefficients are taken from a ring, and we shall denote by ^  
the cup product. Let {X, A) be a pair of simplicial complex X  and its subcomplex 
A, and let Z be the group of integers. Then we shall denote the Bockstein homo­
morphism, the reduced p-th power, the squaring operation by
Jp : (X, A ; Z,) A ; Z,X
(9^ : (X, A;  Zp) ^  A  ; Z,) (/^^3),
Sq^: A  ; Z p ^ A  ; Z,) {p = 2)
respectively [14, 15, 16].
In virtue of the assumptions a) and b) in § I, we can define on FF a locally 
simple ordering invariant under t. This ordering induces a locally simple ordering 
in Using this ordering on ¥/  and Wt, we shall define as usual the cup product
in W  and Wt. Since the map n and are order-preserving, we have the follow­
ing [14].
Lemma (3«1). Let u, v'^C^^W, W^ \ G), then
Lemma(3*2). (I) a av) = OU^av, (ii) T(U^av) =TU^av,
(iii) (p(^u^(jv^ = (!)u^(pv.
Proof. By the definition of a and (3-I), we have
= 6u^av.
This proves (i). The proof of (ii) is similar.
From (2 «10), (3»1) and above (i), we have
7Z^ (f) = Cj(U^av) au^(yv ^  7z^<pt{^7z^6v=-Ti  ^(cfyu^cpv).
Since Ti  ^ is isomorphic into, we have (iii). Q. E. D.
As an immediate consequence of (3*2), we have 
Theorem (3»3). Let a, b ^W X W ,  W^: G), then
(<2) .
We shall prove
Theorem (3-4). For the above a and b, we have
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(Jytb)=O,
Proof. By the definitions of /^and v, it is sufficient to prove To-I*C^ o^^ ^ =  O- 
Let U and v be representative cocycles of a and b respectively. Then (frSa^fj^tb 
is represented by cjm^(!)v = (p(u^(rv). (See (3•2).) Thus is represented
by 7i^(iu^av)=a{u^av).  Since (jy W' U G/,), we have 6C*(TF, W'
U F\Gp). Thus is represented by d^u^av).  However u^av  is a
cocycle, and hence diu^av) =0. Namely we have To-I*(<?'>o^ <^/>oW ==^0. Q. E. D.
CoxoLLATiY (3*5). Let G) for a = 2 ,-- , k, where k^2.
Then we have
V (6S<2i UJ ^  ^  ^ tak) = 0, ^  c/)*(22 ^  (Jytcik) = 0.
Proof. Obvious from (3*3) and (3«4).
T h e o .^ EM (3*6). Let a, b ^ IP'^ 'Q Wt, Wt U and a, /?^0. Then we have
(i) M""(a)^M^'(b) =-u^-^^'(a^b),
(ii) v^ ^M^ Ca) ^u(b) = C - 1)^”” ^jit%(a^b),
(iii) v{a)^v(b) = O i f  p > 3, and =v^j^(ci^b) i f  p = 2.
The proof is given in § 4.
Consider the diagram
4>l
/
HXWt^ w ;  UFt^Zp')
\
H%W, W'-, Zp).
„ /*  \  A,
H X W  U F, W' - ,Zp )
W ^ \ W , W ' - , Z p ' )  
H X W ;  \J F t , w ;  ;Zp) /
s* A t
\ /
WI \JFt]Zp)
Then we have
Theo:iEM (3«7).
Proof. Let a^H"'{W, W'\Zp) be any element, and let u^C'(iWyW' \Z') be a 
cocycle mod p which represents a. Then there is a cochain W^ \Z)
such that du=pv. Let u = ut+u2, where Ui^C ^W, W'  U F\Z)  and H2. ^ C \ W '  U F, 
W^; Z). Then we have
(j)U =  (j>Ut +  (bU2 =  (pu-i ^-pU2 ,
where U2 G C \  Wt \JFt, Wt'; Z) is a cochain such that =U2. Make the coboundary 
of the both sides, then
d(pu= d<jyut+pdu2.
Since = ^ du =P( )^V, we have
(J)V= -S(J)Ut+dU2
By the definitions, 4>%Ap{a) and are represented by (f)V and du2 respective­
ly. Since (pu^(fyut mod p we see also that ^d(f>u± represents Jp(j)o(a'). Thus the 
above equation proves (3*7). Q.E.D.
T heorem  (3-8). (i) jpp+pjp^ju^ (ii) MJp-=JpM.
Proof. L e t  a 6 Wt' \JFt \Zp') be an element whose representative cocycle
is U mod P (u^ C \ W t, W ( {} Ft\ Z) ) .  Then there is a cochain v € t, Wt  ;
Z ) such thdit du=pv. Consider now € C''(TF, ] ^ 'U Z ) and Vo^C^^^(yV,W' 
\J F \ Z )  such that (f)Uo = u and z^;o = z^. Then it follows from (2*10) that 
a{dUo -pVo) = dauo-pavo = d7Z<j)Uo-pTZcpVo 
= d7TU~p7tv = 7zQ8u—pv) = 0,
and
odVo = davo = d7c4>Vo = dTtv = TCdv = 0.
Therefore it follows from (I*2) that there exist cochains , W '  \J F\ Z )
and , W'  \J F ] Z^  satisfying
(A) dUQ-PVo==TU-S^,
(B) dv Q = TV-S..
Then we have
rQdUx+pVt) = drUi+pTVt^d<idUo~pVQ)+pTVt
= ddUQ ~p (dVo -  TVt) = 0,
and hence there is a cochain 6 (IF, W' \J F ;Z )  such that
(C) dUt+pVt = ayt.
Applying (jy to the both sides of equation, we have
(D)
because of p(kyt.
Since 7zu = au0, I*(«) is represented by auomod p, and hence it follows from (A) that 
T^V^ Qd) is represented by mod p. Thus it follows from (2*2) and (C)
that («) and TrTo-I*(a) are represented by aut mod p and mod p
respectively. Therefore v{a) = I* 'Vo-TcjPCa) and /x(a) =-I*~YtTo-I*(a) are represented 
by (p(.ut) mod p and ^(j^i) mod p. On the other hand, Ap{d) is represented by v 
mod p, and hence («) by av  ^ mod p. Thus it follows from (B) that 7^l^Ap{a) 
is represented by dVo==TV:i. From this, we see that vJpid) a^^Ap{o) is
represented by <^(fi) mod p. Now (i) is clear from (D).
It follows from above (i) and the well-known property: that
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6) See the Remark ( I )  a t the end of
ju iA p =  ( i A p v + v A p ) A p =  A p v A p  
=  i l l - V  A p )  A  P ^ /I A  p.
This completes the proof.
T h e o r e m  ( 3  »9) .  ( i)  Let then
(S^ JUi ~  JUtS^  =  jm ^ (S ^ '\  ( ?  V  77(P^
( i i)  Let P = 2, then
SqV~z/Sq" = z/2Sq"-\7)
The proof will be given in §4 by no making use of the original definitions 
of (?" and Sq^ We shall use only the following properties [16] :
(I) I f  f \  (iX,A) — > iX \A ' )  is a simplicial map,
/*(?" = /*Sq" = SqY*.
(II) For the cohoundary operator we have
= 5*Sq" = Sq"^*
(III) (SX a^b) =  j:j,^k^s(SKa)^SKb) ^
S(^Xa^b) =Tlj+k= s^ Sq '^(«) ^Sq^W .
(IV) (?"' and Sq"" are the identity.
(V) (SXa) = a ^ a ^  ••• ^ a  {p-fold cup product) i f  dim a is even and S = ^ d im  
a, and =O i f  s > ~  dim a or <0. SqXci)=CL^CL i f  dim a ^ s , and =O i f  s >  
dim a or <0.
By iterations of (3*9), we have
Co r o l l a r y  (3-10). ( i)  C/>>3),
(ii) (/. = 2).
By ('2-19), (3-9) and the property (II) of S" and Sq^ we have 
C o r o l l a r y  ( 3 - 1 1 ) .  ( i)  ( .^ ^ 3 ) ,
(ii) v(j>t Sq  ^= Sq  ^v4>t (i> = 2).
T h e o r e m  (3-12). (i) <p%(S^  -  (/>^3),
(ii) <j>^Sq'~Sq'(})t = vSq’^ ^^ 4>t {p  = 2')J^
This will be proved in § 5 by making use of the original definitions of (?" and Sq*, 
due to N. E. Steenrod.
Co r o l l a r y  ( 3 * 1 3 ) .  I f  p  = 2, then
4>tSq' -  = /J.Sq"^ <^j)o +Sq^^^v4>*-
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7) For the formula for p =  2, see R. Bott [2].
Proof. Since = for p = 2 by (2 «17), it follows from (ii) of (3*9) that
-  vSq^ <p0‘
From this and (ii) of (3*12), we have (3'13).
By iterations of (3*12), we have
C0.^0LLARY (3-14). (i) (/>^3),
(ii) Sq^(/)g^2],4/c/>SSq-^ 2).
4. Proof of (3-6) and (3«9)
We shall first state an important property of jul and v for a special case in 
which t operates on W  without fixed points.
Let U^ ==U2{ W ) ^ H K W t \ Z )  and Vt=-V^(W) ^ H H W t\ Zp) be elements defined 
by H(X) and respectively^), where ^ : H % W t ; Z) —  ^H ^ W t ; Z) and : H K W t ; 
Z ) — > H'^iWt\ Zp). Then we have the following :
T heorem  (4»1).^) Suppose that the transformation t \ W — >W has no fixed 
point, and let a ^ H ^ W t, W { \G). Then, for the homomorphism /j : H \ W t, Wt' ; G) 
~ ^ H ^ ^ \ W t ,  Wt^; G) and v ' .H^Wt,  W{  ; G) — ^H^^KWt, Wt' ; Gp), it holds that 
Ui{a)==U2(W)^a, v:a)=-V t (W )^a ,  
where the cup products are taken with respect to the natural pairing G ®  Z  — G 
and G ® Z p — >Gp respectively.
Proof. "Let U ^ZKWt,  W t' ;G) be a cocycle which represents a, and l ^ Z ^ ( W t \  
Z)  the unit cocycle. Let u ^ ^ O  W  ,W '  \G) be an element such that and
let S i ^C K w  ;Z) (i=0,l ,2)  be elements such that
(A) dSo = TSi, dSt=(JS2.
It is clear that such Si exists. Then it holds by the definitions of /jl and v that (hs2 
and <jysi mod p are representative cocycles of U and V  respectively. Moreover it 
follows easily from (A) by making use of (3 »2) and (2* 10) that
(j) (So^aUo)=U, d(so^ (TUo)=T(St^aUo),
d ( s t a u o )  = a ( S 2 ^  a uo ) .
Thus (b(s2^auo) and 4>(st^(yuo) mod pG represent /Ji(a) and v(a) respectively. On 
the other hand, it follows from (3*2) that </:>(5 2 ^o) = ^ fe )  ^ and 4^(st^aUo) 
= (p(st)^u. Therefore (j)(s2^(yuo) and (j)(st^(yuo) mod pG represent 1/2^ a and
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8) Let F  be a complex, then we denote by I  the cohomology class containing the fundam ental zero- 
cocycle I.
9) See W. T. Wu [19].
respectively. This proves (4«1).
T heorem  (4-2). (i) ApVt(W)=-U^W) mod p. 
(ii) Fi(I^)=O  i f  p^3 ,  and ==U2{W) mod p i f  p 2.
Pi^Gof Using the notations In the above proof, Fi and are represented by 
0Si mod P and 4>S2 respectively. Moreover it follows from (2-10) and (A) that
= (j)8si=(p(JS2=p(pS2.
This proves (i). It follows from (4»1) that 
Vt^Vt=-P(Vi) = PKl).
Therefore (ii) is obvious from (2* 7). Q. E. D.
We shall again consider the general case in which t may have fixed points. We 
shall retain the notations in above sections. Let IF* and be the second
barycentric subdivisions of W  and W'\JF  respectively, and let N  be the regular 
neighborhood of (IF^UF)* in IF*. {i. e. N=XjASt(A), where the union is extend­
ed over all the vertices A  of (1F'UF)* and Si denotes the open star in TF*.) Let 
N  be the closure of N  in IF*, and denote
M = W ^ - N ,  E = N - N .
Then N, E  and M  are subcomplexes of IF*. It is obvious that the map t is 
simplicial with respect to TF* and satisfies the conditions a) and b) in § L Moreover 
it is easy to verify that N, E  and M  are ^-invariant subcomplexes of TF*.
Let TFf be the second subdivision of TF^ , then the map tc: TF*— TF^ * is 
simplicial. Let Nt, Et and Mt be the images by n of Ny E  and M  respectively. Then 
it can be easily proved that those are subcomplexes of TF* and that Nt is the regu­
lar neighborhood of (TF/ Ui^)* which is the second subdivision of TF/U F/. Thus, 
by the T heorem  9»9 of Chapter II in [3 ] , we see that TF/ is a strong deforma­
tion retract of Nt. Therefore we have
kX : (Wt, Nt; G ) ^  lF(Wt,  TF/ UFt ; G) 
for any r and G, where /^i: (TF/, TF/UF^)— ^(TF;, A^ )^ is the inclusion map. On 
the other hand, it follows from the excision property that
k% :ir(Wt,  Nt; G ) ^  (Mt, E t ; G) 
for any r and G, where k^ '. (Mt, Ft) — (Wt,Nt) is the inclusion map. Thus we 
have proved
Lem m a (4-3). (Wt, TF/ UFt;G) ^  (Mt, E t ; G) for any r and G.
Consider now the complex M, then t operates on M  with the properties a) and
b) in § L Moreover the transformation t ; M — M  has no fixed point, and E  is the 
Mnvariant subcomplex of M  Therefore we may apply (4*1) with W = M  and 
TF^  = F. Namely we have
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Lemma (4-4). For the homomorphism i i : H ^ M t , E t ; G) —  ^ E t ; G) and
v : H X M t , E t \  G ) — ^H^-^^{Mt,Et\ Gp), it holds that
ix{a) = U2{M)^a,  vQa)= V^{M)^a,  
where a  ^HXMt^ Ft] G).
We shall now give a proof of (3«6) and (3 «>9).^ °) In virtue of (4*3) and the 
naturality of /i, v, and it is sufficient to prove them for the special case: 
( W ,W ^ ) = C M ,E ) .
Write U2 and Fi for Uz(M)  and Fi(M ) respectively, and let U^^U^^  ••• ^U^  
denotes the p4o\d  cup product of U2. Then, from (4»4) and the properties of (S" 
and Sq"" described in § 3, we have for an element a G H X M t , E t ; Zp) the following :
(i) (a) = (SXU2 ^ a ) ^  Hj.k^s(S^KU2)  ^  (SKa)
= (U2^(SXa)) +  i U 2 ^ U 2 ^ - ' ^ U 2 ^  (S^-Ka) )
= ^ lx S X a )+ n ^ S^ - \ a \
S'p(a) = S X V i ^ a ) =  V i ^ S X a )  = v S X a ) ,
(ii) SqV(«) =Sq"( F i^^) = ( F,^Sq"(^)) +  ( Fi Fi^Sq"-'(«))
= pSq' (a) + (a).
This proves (3*9).
As for (3‘6), (i) and (ii) are obvious from the anti-commutativity of the cup pro­
duct. In addition to this, if we use (4®2) we have (iii). Thus we obtain (3«*6).
R em ark  (I) We proved (i) of (3 »8) directly by the definitions of jn, v and Ap. 
However, since it follows from (4»2) and a well-knov/n property of Ap that 
Api/(a) = Ap(Vi^a) ==(ApVi^a)--(Vi^Apa)
= {U2^a)~~{Vt^Apa) =/ia~vApa  
for a  ^HXMt,  Ft] Zp), we can prove (i) of (3»8) by the same way as the above.
(2) It is not difficult to give a direct proof of (ii) of (3-9) without making 
use of (Mt, Ft), Such a proof is seen in R. Bott [2].
5. Proof of (3-12)
We shall prove only the formula for p ^3 .  The proof of the one for p = 2 is 
similar.' )^
Let X  be an arbitrary simplicial complex, and A  its subcomplex. Denote by 
l ip ){X)  the p-io\d cartesian product of X. Then N. E. Steenrod [15, 16] defined 
(?": H X X ,  A ',Zp) ^  
by making use of the homomorphism
D i : C X ^ i p X X ) ; Z^ ) —>C'-(X ; Z^ )
as follows:
(5 • I) (S\a) = ( - (M X M X -  X M) },
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10) Compare with the original proof in R. Thom C18J where the Cartan-Leray cohomology theory 
is used.
where u is a representative cocycle of a ^ FP {X, A] Zp), {v} denotes the cohomology 
class containing v, and t =
We shall recall some properties of Di.
Let
T:C^acp^(X); Zp') ^  C^(a6(,)(Z) ; Z,)
be an automorphism defined by
TQUiXU2'X"-XUp) = - '-XUt)
(Ui ^ (X;  Zp)), and denote by ot and tt the homomorphism X l y I o I - T  
respectively. Then the following holds [15].
L e m m a  (5 -2 ) .  ^ D ^ { u t X U 2 X ’• ' X U p )
= Q — iyDid(utXti2X -"XUp) + i(u-iXti2X -"XUp),
where ai for even i, a n d ^ —rj for odd i.
The following property of Pt is verified easily.
L e m m a  (5*3). I f  dim Ut = dim ••• ^dim Up^  then we have
" > x u p )  ••• X U p ) ) .
D i  are not determined uniquely for a given X. However if a locally simple 
ordering is introduced on X, we can construct uniquely D i  by making use of this 
ordering, as is shown by S. Araki [I]. Construct D i  by such a method, then the 
following is immediate from the definition due to Araki.
L em m a  (5 «4). Let X  and X^ be simplicial complexes on ivhich locally simple 
orderings are given, and let f \ X — >X^ be an order-preserving simplical map, then 
the naturality :
D^(futXfu2X-'Xfup) ^fD^(utXU2X --xup)
holds.
Take now as X  especially W  considered in above sections. Then we can con­
sider on C"'(^(^)( W) ]Zp) an another automorphism t than above-mentioned T. The 
definition of t is as follows:
t { U \ X U 2 X  ••• XUp)  ==tUtXtU2X " ' X t U p ,
where \ Zp). Therefore ; Zp) becomes a group with two
operators T  and t. Denote = T = l — t. Then the following is obvious.
L e m m a ( S oS ). ( i)  tT-=Tt.
(ii) a{uiXU2X xup) = «/2X ••• X
Let us define D ^ \ 0 { ' ^ { p ' ) ( y V ) \ Z ^ — ^ Z ^ )  by making use of a locally 
simple ordering invariant under t on F/, and define Di'.C'{^ip){Wt) \Zp")—  
i W t \ Z p )  by making use of the locally simple ordering on W t  induced from that 
on W. Then t  ^ Cy = I, 2,>••, p — l)) and tt are order-preserving simplicial maps. 
Therefore we have by (5»3) and the definition of t the following
L e m m a  (S»6). ( i)  D X ^ 4 ^ U i X 7 Z ( j m 2 X X 7 Z ( j ) U p )  ^ 7 z D X 4 ^ U t X ( p U 2 X  xcj jup).
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(ii) D^P(ut^u2'x -"XUp) =t^'Dt(UiXU2X-'‘XUp), 
and hence DiP = pDi,
Let (Mo, Mt,'", Mp-i) be a sequence of integers mod p such that +  m i4—  
+nip-t^ O mod p. Such two sequences (mo, mi, •••, m^-i) and (wo', m /, •••, m^_i) 
are called to be equivalent if there is an integer /3 mod p such that for
i  = Iy' " , p  —I. The equivalence class containing a sequence (mo, mi, •••, m^_i) 
will be denoted by m = [mo, mi, •••, m^_i]. Given an equivalence class m and a co­
chain u^C^(yV, W^\Zp), let us denote by \m) a cochain
S(/,, ••• X f PU,
where the summation is extended over all sequences (Si, Hr"  of integers mod 
P such that (4-^1, 4 - 4 ,  ••• , k - ip )  Then we have obviously 
L e m m a  (5«7). auxaux  xau = Yl\^^i^\^)y  
ivhere m runs over every possible equivalence class.
Assume that (mo, mi, •••, m^_i) = (m^, m^+i, •••, mp+^_i) for some /9^0 mod p. 
Then we have = for any y, and hence mo = mp= ••• =m(^_i)p. Since ^ i s  
prime and the set {0,/9,2/9,---, {p-X)!^] and {0, I, 2 , ' " ,p -V \  are same.
Therefore we have mo = mi = ••• = m^_i. Thus it holds that if mo, mi,---,m^-i are not 
all same then the equivalence class [mo, mi,---,m^_i] consists of ^ different sequences. 
On the other hand, it is obvious that the class [m, m,---,m] consists of only one 
sequence. These considerations deduce readily the following:
L e m m a  (5 * 8 ) . Let be a sequence, and let m be the class con­
taining it. Put co(u; mo, mi,---, mp-^) =uxf'^mxf^^^^'^mx ••• Then
i f  mQ,mt,"‘,mp-t are not all same, then
QQu ; m) = ^ arCO(u ; mo, mi,---, m^_i) ; 
i f  Mq = ni t="'= mp-t, then
Qiu ; V(S)=^ acoiu ; mi, m2,--*, m^_i).
If mo = mi=--- = m^_i( = m), we shall abbreviate a)(^^; mo, mi,---m^_i) as (o(u\m).  
Throughout the remainder of this section, we shall assume that u denotes a cocycle 
(i.e. u ^ Z ^ ( W , W ’' ',Zp)) and that i denotes an even number.
L e m m a  (5 « 9 ) D i ( a u x a u x x a u )  and iCo(u \ m) represent the same
cohomology class of  , W ' \ J F \ Zp).
Proof. It follows from (5«7), (5»8), (5 *6) and (5-2) that 
Di(aux a u X " 'X  au)
=  D^~X(^co(u  ; m) -vB ^y^a6j(u  ; mo, mi,--, m^_0 
=  ^Sm=oA-®(^ ; m) ; mo, mi,---, m^_i)
== ; m) A tt(Zl y = - I ; mo, mi,---, m^_i),
where denotes the summation extended over every possible equivalence class
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Ttt = Hmo, mi,•••, m^_i] such that Wo, are not all same. However it follows
from (5‘I) that
DiTTdyj^i ; mo, mi,---, m^_i))
= ; mo, mi,---, m^^_i)).
This proves (5*9).
L em m a  (5«10). dDi€o(u\m) i f  and
= ; ^ ) )  i f  m m .
Proof It follows from (5*1) that
dDiO)(u ; m) = —Di-tarcoiu ; m)
= —Di-^aco(u\m)  if m^O, and =O if m=0.
Since it follows from (5 • 5) and (5 • 6) that
Di-x<3c£>{u ; m) ; ^ ) ) ,
we have (5*10).
Denote by {pv} p the element of ,W^KJF\Zp) containing a cocycle pv^
^CKW,W^VJF\Zp).  T henw ehave
L em m a  (5*11). Let k be an integer such that Q i ^ k ^ p  — 2. Then we have
= -  {rA--I
Proof. It is an elementary fact that 2m-o^*=0 if O S k S p —2. Therefore, if 
we recall that the dual chain map of D,- is carried by the diagonal carrier, it 
follows easily that A  ®(“ ; »^)) is an element of C*"^'(W ,W ' \JF  ; Zp).
By the definition of T^, it follows that T ^ fn'‘ co(u;m)} ^  is represented 
by W i ( ui m) ) .  Thus (5*11) is clear from (5-10).
Lemma (5*12). T , ; »«))}t = -w{(tA-2®(m; »«)}a- 
Proof. Since S j= ii= 0 . -D,_i(2]|=-i ; >w)) i® element of C^“~'*'‘-(yV,W '
\JF; Z ^ .  Therefore Tt ; »*))} t is represented by
co(u\m)). However we have by (5*1) and (5 "6) that
-  5-D,--i2y„i jV-^m(u; m)
= Di-I (Z!/=i ; m))
= A--2 (Sf=I ; m))
= (Sf=I ( i -  ; m))
= mDi-2 Q2j= I (u\m))
= maDi-2^ ( u ; m)
This proves (5*12).
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From (5‘11) and (5-12), we have 
Lem m a  (5*13). Let then
Since for an integer m^O mod p, we have by the iterations of (5-IS)
the following
Lem m a  (5-14). ; ^)}o-=
T heorem  (5• 15). (JrT< s ) {DiQauxaux- '-x( ju) }
= {A-2(/,-i)(auxaux  ••• xau}o-~ {(yDi-2(p-i)(uxux ••• xu)}^.  
Proof. It follows from (5»9) and (5*14)
(J^)^-~'^{Di{6UXaux -"Xau)) ^
= ( 7 .7 ^y-HaDi ( J J ^ z M u ; m))} ^
= {<rA-2(/,-l)(SmIl(BC“ ;
= {aDi-i(p-i)QZi"JgCo(u -,m)}{aDi-2(p-i )(o(u  ; 0)}„■
=  { D,_2(i,-1) (tf M X (TM X • • • X (TM) } O- -  { (TZ),_2( p -1) ( m X M X - ” Xm ) } ^
This proves (5* 15).
We shall now give a proof of (3«11).
Let a 6 (W, ; Zp) be an element whose representative cocycle is u ^ (1¥, 
W'\Zp)-  Let />^3, then it follows from (2*10), (5*6) and (5»15) by the definitions 
of (S' and p, that
(a) = (7r7.y-^
= ( -  i)'a!)^^-^i*“  ^(T .r  a,-2.)(,-i)(^^ X X - . X CT^/) },
= ( - 1 )  ^( / ! ) ' ( { D(g-2s-2)Cp-i)(auxaux -  ‘Xau)} ^
— {aD( -^25-2)( ^ - i ) X X  ••• X ^ )^} )^
= C - I ) ^ ({Diq-2s-2){p-D(4>ux(bux--x (pu) }^
-  {(pD(g-2s-2) (P-D (UXUX--XU)]^')
= (~iy(tiy((S'^^roCa) ~</>S(?^"K^)),
where we put l= ts+ tq (q - l ) /2. However we know that ( t \ ) ^ ^~ l  if t is even, 
and =1 if t is odd. Hence we have
which is (i) of (3 «11).
6. Regularity and almost regularity
Consider the sequence 
(Ri) H ’- (W ,W ';Z p)  J ! L h ' ( W , W ' [ J F ; Z p) ^ P H ' ( W , W ' \ j F ; Z p ' ) .
Then /9ppg = 0 is obvious from pp = 0, but the sequence is not necessarily exact. When 
the sequence (Ri) is exact for p = a and r, we shall call that (Wy W'^ t) is almost
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regular in dimension r. Consider also the sequence
(Ra) H ’-iW, W ' ; Zp) H X W , W ' ; Z,) Z l  W ' ; Zp.
Then p*p* = 0, but (R2) is not necessarily exact. When (R2) is exact for p = ct and 
r, and in addition the inclusion homomorphism : N^'CW, W 'U F  ; Z^) —
W ' ; Zp) is isomorphic into, we shall call that (W^ t) is regular in dimension r.
T h e o r e m  ( 6 * I ) .  I f  (yVyW'J) is regular in dimension r , then it is almost re­
gular in dimension r.
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram
f
H^(W,W'- ,Z,) HXW,W'\JF- ,Z ,)
f
U \ W , W ' Z
Assume that for a ^ H ^ ' Q W Zp^. Then, since p*i*(^)=i%p/S’pC^ )
= 0, it follows by the assumption of the theorem that there is an element b ^ //"'('FT, 
W';  Zp) such that p^(J)^=j'^(a'). Since p*=i*p0, we have j'^(a~Po(b')) =0. Since 
y* is isomorphic into by the assumption of the theorem, we have a = PoQb). This 
proves (6»1).
Let us denote by ^N''(iW,W'U F; Zp) the kernel of the homomorphism a pi 
( W , W ' U F ; Z p ) — >HXW,W^UF;Zp).  Then we have
T h e o r e m  I f  ( W ,W 'J )  is almost regular in dimension r, it holds that
W ' ^ F )  Zp^ = 7, ^NXW , W ' \ J F ] Z p ) + ^ , im X W ,  ; Zp)^\
Proof. Consider the following diagram
H'CW, W y j F - Z ^ ) ^  <‘HXW, W'  U F; Z,) W'\JF-, Z J
f H X W , W ' ^ F - Z p ) ^ H ’iW, W ' ; Z^) —  ^HXW'UF, W ' ; Z^
Let a = r , (b)  ^ PN’'-^\W, W '[JF; Zp), where be '‘H ’-(W,W'UF;Zp).  Then, since
^ pCapb) it follows by the assumption that there is an element c ;Zp)
such that ap(b) = p%{c). Put d=b — fCp(c), then it follows from (2*9) that 
ap(_d)=ap(ib) ~apfcp(c) =ap(b) “ Po W =0, 
so that d^  ^ N " ' ( W , W ' U F ;  Zp). On the other hand, it follows from (2-17) that 
a==7p(b) =Tp(d+fcp(c)) p(d)+TpfCp(C)
=rp(d)~^pi^(c).
This proves U F ;  Zp) C Tp<^N^(W, U F ;  Zp) +i^pi^H^(W, ; Zp).
11) See Theorem  I in R. Thom  [18.]
The inverse inclusion is obvious. This completes the proof of (6 •2).
Theorem (6-3)^^>. I f  (W,W', f )  is regular in dimension r, then it holds that 
W '^ F ]  Zp) =Tp'’iV'-(Ty, W'\JF-, Zp) 0  ^,i*H'-{W, W ' ; ZpY\
In addition Jp\' 'N''{W,W'\JF-,Zp)— , W ' \ J F \ Zp) is isomorphic into.
Proof. Invirtue of (6-I) and (6•2), it is sufficient to prove that Tp( a ) (6) 
= O implies a = 0, where a 6 W'\JF\  Z ^  and b ^ H ' { W ,  W'' ,Zp).
It follows from (2-17) that Tp(a —/Cp®) =0. Hence there is an element c ^ H '  
(W, W'UF; Zp) such that a-Kp(d) =/3p(c). Since ap(a) =0, it follows from (!•4) and 
(2-9) that -Po (b)-=p*(c). Thus we have
P* (b + j*  (c)) = f p t  (b) +  p*j* (c)
^f (P t ib )+ Ptic ) )  =0.
Therefore it follows from the assumption that there is an element d £ H ’’( W ,W '  
Zp) such that h+f'{c)='p*id). Then a-itp(p*{d)-j*(c))==^!,(c). Since KpP*^0 
and Kpj*=jBp, we obtain a = 0, which is our purpose. This completes the proof of 
(6-3).
Theorem (6*4). I f  {W,W', t)  is almost regular in dimension r, then we have 
"R' iW,  W'U F-,Zp) = "N^iW, W'\JF]Zp) +KpH'(W, W ' ; Z^).
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram
W'\JF-,Zp) W'\JF-,Zp) ^ f H ' - ( W , W ' U F - , Z p )
\  /
\  / P o
(}V, ; Zp)
Let a ^ W'KJF] Zp). Then, since /3pap(a) =0, it follows from the assumption
that there is an element b ; Zp) such that ap{a)=p%(b). Vnt c^ a - K p(b),
then we have
ap{c) =ap(a) -apfcp(b) =ap(o) ~pt(b)  =0.
Therefore c ^ Z p ) .  Since a-=c+icp(jb), we have (6*^ 4).
CHAPTER II. COHOMOLOGY OF CYCLIC PRODUCTS
7. Cartesian products and cyclic products
Let iT be a finite simplicial complex, and denote by {K) the p-io\A cartesian 
product iTxiTx ••• x / f  of K. Suppose that a locally simple ordering is given in K. 
Then, as is well known [3], 36(^ )(iT) is simplicially decomposed as follows: the vertices 
of X(P)(K) are all the points <2= fe , a2,-", where are vertices of iT; Different 
(n+1) vertices a'= (al, , (^p) n) of X(p)(K) form an ^-dimensional
simplex if and only if a^ , al,--, al are contained in a simplex of K  and the re­
lations ^  al (^ = 1, 2,••*,/?) hold with respect to the order <  given in K.
12) See Theorem  2 in R. Thom [18].
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Define now an order <  among such vertices a' (f=-0, by aP<a^<"‘ < d \
Then a locally simple ordering is introduced in ^{p){K), In the following, 
will be always understood as a simplicial complex with such an ordering.
Let \\li{p){K)— y^(p){K) be a map defined by
(7*1) Ife , Xp) = fe , • • •, ^i). x^eK.
Then it is easily seen that i is a periodic transformation of period p, and satisfies 
the conditions a) and b) in § I. Moreover \ is order-preserving. Thus we may apply 
the results in Chapter I for W  = empty set, t=\. Obviously the fixed
points set under I is the diagonal -=i{x,x,--,x) \x^K'] .  The orbit space
0{^ip){K), I) is called usually the p-fold cyclic product of K  [5, 11]. This corres­
ponds to Wt  in the theory in Chapter I, and hence we see that it is a simplicial 
complex. In the following, this complex will be denoted by 'S(.p)iK), Denote also by 
b(^)(iT) the image of ^)(^)(iT) by the projection ^\^ip){K)
— >hip){K) is a homeomorphism.
Applying the theory of Chapter I to the complex 36( )^(iT) with the transforma­
tion i defined by (7*1), we shall in the present chapter study the cohomology of 
S(^) {K) . Here p is an arbitrary prime number, but p shall remain fixed throughout 
the discussion of this chapter. Therefore we write briefly ^(K),  S(K),  ••• for X(_p)(K), 
Sip)(K)r-.
Let d : K  — ^(K)  be the diagonal map (i. e. a map defined by d(x) = (x, x , " ' , x) 
for any x ^ K ) ,  and let ; H''(^(K); G ) — >H"'{K)G) be the homomorphism 
induced by d. Then, for any element a^H' '{K\G)  and the unit class I G (/f; Z), 
Vv^e have by the definition of cup product 
(7«2) d"^{ax lx" 'x l )= ay~ i l^ j" ' ^ l  = a,
where the cross and cup products are taken with respect to the natural multiplica­
tion G ®  Z ®  ® Z  — > G. Especially we see that is onto. Let d^: K — >%{K) 
be the map defined by d, then do is a homeomorphism. Hence d^': (^ (K)  ; G)—  
H^(K;G)  is isomorphic onto. Since the commutativity holds in the diagram
H - - ; G)
\
d * \  /d%
the above consideration implies that Is onto. Thus, by the exact sequence for 
(36(iT), *i)(ir)), we have the following:
T heorem  (7*3). The sequence
O— ; G)—  
is exact', moreover it holds that d%i'  ^= d'  ^ and (iT) ; G) ^  H"'(iK',G).
Let G be a field, and let (iT; G) be a (homogeneous) base for the vector 
space H-^(K;G). Then the cross product Z?ixZ?2 X ••• (bj ^ ( K ; G)) is an element
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of (^(K) ;G). It is well-known as the Klinneth formula that we can take as a 
base for the vector space H''(I(K)  ;G) the following set:
( Q ^ ' ( K )  G ) )  =
where dim bj^qj.  Denote by B''"'(Q"^(K\G)) a subset of (J2*(iT; G)) consisting 
of all the 'diagonal’ elements:
B%Q^(K',G)) = {b x b x - - x h \b ^^ ^ \K ] G ' ) ,  Pq=^r], 
where dim b = q, and let
B'^(S?^(K; G)) =B^(n^(K;  G ))-B^'^(S2^'(K; G)).
Furthermore we shall denote by V'"'(12' (^KiG))  and (^"^(K \ G)) the vector sub­
spaces spanned by B'"'(Q"^'(K]G)) and (J2*(iT; G)) respectively. Then, since 
(Z?i X X • • • X =  ( - 1 )  (fe  X X .. • X bt)
for the homomorphism I* : H''(^(K)  ; G) — > H''(^(K)  ; G) induced by i, it is obvious 
that B'"'(^^(K \G))  and G)) are !^-invariant subspaces. This, together
with the fact p is prime, proves that there is a set B(^(i^^(K\G))  such that
(i) any element of B{"'(Q"^(K\G)) is written ew, where e = l or —I and 
B'^(^2^(K;G)),
(ii) the set (w) \ w  ^B{^(S]"^(K;G)), 0 ^ j ^ p ~ l }  is a base for V'^(^^(K;
G)).
Thus we can now prove by the same arguments as in the proof of (1*3) the 
following:
Theorem (7*4). Let G be a field, and let a ^ H''(^(K)  ; G) be an element such 
that p"^ a = 0. Then there are tivo elements x, y^H'' (%(K)  ; G) such that a = p^x+y 
and y is a linear combination of  diagonal elements for a base of  H^'(K\G).
If r is not divisible by p, there is no diagonal element. Therefore we have 
Corollary  (7*5). Let G be a field, and assume that r is not divisible by p. 
Then the sequence
is exact.
8. Proof of almost regularity
We shall in this section prove that (^(K),  0 ,1 )  is almost regular in every 
dimension, where 0  denotes the empty set. We abbreviate ('^(K), 0 , O as (UK)^i).  
From (7*3) and (7 «5), we have immediately
T h eo rem  (8*1). (36( i f ) ,  I) is regular in dimension r which is not divisible by p. 
Lem m a (8«2). Let a ^ ( I (K)  , ^ ( K )  \ Zp) bean element such that /9p<2 =  0 
and j^a is a linear combination of diagonal elements for a base of  i7*(iT; Zp). Then 
we have a^Q.
Proof. Let dim k=n.
Case l \ q  = n. Consider the following commutative diagram
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a (KX ^ ( i f ) Zp) Hf"(X(K), ^ ( K )  ; Z^)
( if ) ; Z,) Hf”(Ii(K)-, Zp) PHf”(X(K) , ® (K) ; Z,)
Since /?p(<2) = 0 , there is an element Z? 6 ;  ^/.) such that ap(b)-a.  
jSp is onto, so that there is an element c , ^ { K )  \Zp) such that ^p(C) =b.
Thus we have a-= apCb) = ap/3p(c) = - (c). Let ( K ; Zp) be the base of i J *( K ; Zp) 
stated in the assumption of (8»2), and use the notations in §7. Let i*(c)=c"+c'^ 
where c ' ^ F'(j2*(iT; Z^)) and Zp)). Then it follows that
i*(<2)-y*p*(0 = P*i*W
= P * (0 + P * (0 = P * (0 ,
so that G Z^)). However i*(^) G Z^)) by the assumption.
Since ; Z^)) n Z^)) =0, we havei*(a)=0. Since i* is isomorpic
into by (7»3), we concude <2 = 0.
Case 2\q<n.  Denote by the ^-skelton of K. Let g ' .K ^— be the inclu­
sion, and let — >di(K) be the map given by g x g x " - x g .  Let ^"^(K;Zp) 
be the base of H"^'(K;Zp) slated in the assumption of (8«2). Since g^ \ Zp) 
— y Zp) is isomorphic into, there is a base ]Zp) of ; Zp) which 
contains all the elements g"^(b) such that b ^ Q'"" {K \ Zp) and dim b-=q. It is obvious 
that Zp)) C  ; Zp)). We shall first prove that G* :
(K; Zp)) —  ^ ; Zp)) is isomorphic into. Let 0pH‘^ (K; Zp) denotes the
p-io\d tensor product of W { K \ Z ^ ,  then we have the natural into-isomorphism <f : 
; Z ^))— >®pH^{K]Zp). We have also the similar into-isomorphism f 
for Consider the following diagram
V"f^(S^* (K -Zp)) ®pH^(K; Zp)
V"fKQ*(K‘ - ,Zp))-^  ®pHKK-> -, Zp),
where (x)^  0  (x) (x)^* Then it is obvious that the commutativity holds
in this diagram. Moreover, since g"^ ". (_K; Zp)— >W{K^ \ Z ^  is isomorphic into, 
it follows that ®pg"^ is also isomorphic into. This shows that G* is isomorphic 
into.
Consider next the commutative diagram
H^KX(K)  ; Zp) J— H^KX(K),  %(K)  ; Zp) R f "(X(K), ®(K)  ; Zp)
Ig* _ \g * \g *
Hf^(^(K") ; Z,) J l ^ H f \ X { K ^ ) , ^ ( K “) ; Zp)lu<'Hf^ (X(K“),%(K^) ; Zp),
then the assumption /3p(a)=0 implies that /3 pG* (a) =G*/3 P(U)==O. Since ;*(«) € 
V"‘’‘^ (Q*{K-,Zp)') by the assumption, it holds j*G*(a) =G*j*(a) € \ Zf)).
Therefore we have G*(a) = 0 by the fact proved in case I. Thus we have also G*j*(a) 
=y*G*(a)=0. Since j  * (a) e (£i* ( K ; Zp)), we obtain j*a = 0 by the above- 
mentioned fact. This means a = O by (7-3). Q. E. D.
Theorem (8 -3)i®). (X(K),i) is almost regular in dimension r=pq divisible 
by p.
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram
HfK^iK)  ; Zp) - d  H^^miK), ^ ( K ) ; Zp) fW^C^iK), %{K) ; Zp)
„P* /  \
Hf“(X(K) ; Zp) P*'^H^‘’(di(K),'S)iK) ; Zp)
\  /
QiiK) \ Zp) ^
Let SD(iT) \Zp) be an element such that = Then p' j^'^Ca) =
i*P*(^2:)=i*apy9p(<2), so that there is an element x ,y eH ^K ^(K )  ;Zp) such that j^(a) 
= p* (x) +y and 3; is a linear combination of diagonal elements for a base of i7* ( K ; 
ZpX in virtue of (7*4). Therefore =i*pg(:r)+ 3;, and hence =y.
Since p(a-po(x')') ==/3p(a)- /3pptix) =0, it follows from (8 *2) that a-Po(x)=0.  
Therefore ^=PoW - Q. E. D.
Summarizing (8*1) and (8*3), we have by (6*1) the following:
T h eo rem  (8 '4 ) .  is almost regular in every dimension.
9. The homomorphism F?
Let
n  : HKK  ; Z ,) ; Z^)
be the homomorphism defined by T^ ^do~". (See (2 -20) as for the definition of T^) 
The purpose of this section is to prove
T h eo rem  The homomorphism  ^H ^ K \ Zp) — \
Zp) is isomorphic into for  I ^  5 ^  {p-~l)q,
As is proved in § 8 , (36(iT),l) is almost regular in every dimension. Therefore 
the following is obvious from (7  <*2).
Lem m a (9«2). For any r, we have
^ ( K )  ; Z p ) = r , ^ N ^ ^ ( K ) , ^ ( K )  ; Z p ) + r i H ^ K ;  Zp).
Let S" be an ^-dimensional sphere. Then i7 ^ (S ” ;Z ^ )= 0  if g^O,n.  Since ATp(I)
13) See Theorem  3 in C18].
14) See Theorem  4 in [18].
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= O by the definition of /Cp, it follows from (2 »17) that (I) = -Tp/Cp (I) =0. There­
fore Tl \ Zp) =0. Thus, by iterations of (9*2), we obtain 
L em m a  O -S ) . ® ( S ”) ; =  r , V i ) ^ ”(S ' '; Z ,) .
Consider the commutative diagram
; Zt )  (36(5”), ®(S”) ;Z^) ^5 . ©(S") ; Z )^
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PS
/ /»^(36(5”), ®(S») ; Z p ) - j ^  ; Zp) -  ; Z^ )
Since is the maximal dimension, and /?p are onto. Let ) Zp) be
a generator, then ^"^(36(S'^) ; Z^)^ is generated by ••• Since P f e x
CnX ••• xcn) =CnXenX--Xen, WC havc p*fex^„x ••• x O = 0 . Thus y*Po = P* is trivial, 
so that it follows'from (7*3) that apiCp=^p% is trivial. However, since /?p = A:pi* is 
onto, ycp is onto. Therefore ap is trivial, and hence /?p is isomorphic into. Since /?p 
is onto, /6^ P is an isomorphism. Thus we have
Lem m a (9 -4 ) . ^ (5 " )  ; Zp) = ; Zp) I
Zp) ^  Zp, where tcp is an isomorphism.
From (9*3) and (9*4), we have
T heorem  (9-5). There is an integer mod p %p,„^0 such that
%p (Cn X CnX X Cfi^  ~  %p,n /»—I) •
R em ark . We can assert easily that %p,„ mod p is independent of the choice of 
generators Cn of H^'iS^'^Zp). For some n, we can determine %p,„ explicitely. (See 
(12-7).)
P ro o f of  (9-1). For this purpose, it is sufficient to prove that Tq^ p_t) :H^(K ; 
Zp)— >^H^^(di(K),'^(K) ;Zp) is isomorphic into.
Let a ^ H \ K ;  Zp) be an element such that (<2) = 0. Our purpose is to
prove a = 0.
Case l \ q  = n, where ;« = dim K. In this case there is a map / :  K — >S” such 
that f^(en)=a.  Let F ( K )  — >36(S'") be the map given by F = f x f x  ••• x/. Since 
f^d% = d1^ F,'  ^ it follows from (9*5) by the naturality of Tp, ??p and tcp that
=  (e„ X e„ X ■ • • X e„)
= X^^„KpF*(e„xe„x-"Xen)
= Xp^„Kp(axax-"Xa).
Therefore we have Cp(«x«x ••• x«) = O by the assumption. Consider the commuta­
tive diagram
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Hf-(XiK), ^ ( K )  ; Zf) J l ^  ; Z,) ; Zp)
/ p
^H<’' ' { ^ { K ) , ^ { K ) - Z p )
Since ; Zp) ^  Zp)==0, we see that /* is onto. Thus there is an ele­
ment %{K^\Zp) such that axax--xa== j'^b. Then we have /^pih)
= iCpj'^Q)) == icp{axax"-xd) = 0. Since there is a base of i7*{K\ Z ^  containing a, 
is a diagonal element for such a base of H'^iK^Zp), Thus it follows from 
(8*2) that b=^, so that a x a x - " X a  = Q. This means a = 0.
Case 2:q<n.  Let g :K ^— K  be the inclusion, and let G:^(iTO — >X(K) be 
the map given by g x g x - " x g .  Then we have by the assumption
and hence it follows from the fact proved in Case I that g*(a)=0. Since g * : 
H ‘iK-,Zp)— Z^ ) is isomorphic into, we have a = 0. This completes the 
proof of (9-I).
We shall now define a homomorphism
E . : Z p ) K K )  ; Z ^)
as follows:
(s>0) 
( a  ^ O ) .
Then it is immediate that 
(9-7)
Obviously we have
(9'8) Eza+2—vE^ a,+! (a ^ o), Es +2oi Es (s>0).
The following is a translation of (9*1) for p=tr.
T h eo rem  (9*9). Thehomomorphism E s \ H \ K \ Z p ) — > ,h(K) ; Zp)
is isomorphic into for I ^  s ^ { p  — l)q.
10. Kernel of Ti*
Lem m a (1 0 »I ) . Let r be not divisible by p. Then
(I (K) , W ) ;  Zp) = 7 ( K)  , ^ ( K) ;  Zp) 0  TJ FF ( K ; Z^).
Moreover Tpi ^ N \ ^ ( K ) ,  %(K) ; Zp) ^ ( K )  \Zp) and are both
isomorphic into.
Proof. This is obvious from (8»1), (6«3) and (9-1).
Lem m a (10»2). Let x^H ^(K;  Zp), then
r .p(xxxx- -xx)  € ^N^^(^(K), ^ ( K )  ; Zp).
Proof. It follows that
pa-pKp ( x x x x - ' x x ) ^ j ' ^ p l ( x x x x - ' x x )
= p ' ^ ( x x x x - ‘- x x )  = 0 .
Since i*  is isomorphic into, a p i c p { x x x x " ' x x ) This proves (19-2).
L e m m a  ( 1 0 »3). Assume that
holds for some q. Then the component in (iT; Zp) of x X--Xx)  for
the above direct decomposition is where Xp,q is the integer mod p in
(9^5).
Proof. Let g : K ^ — >K  and G :^(K^)— >X(K) be the maps in the proof of 
(9‘1). Then, as is shown there, it follows that
G"^fCp(xxxx ••• xx) ^KpCg'- ’^xxg'^'xx ••• xg^^x)
On the other hand, if we put Kp(xxxx---xx) Vp,^  with yp,s 6 H \ K  ;
Zp), then we have
G*Kp{xXa;X -  Xx) = (3^ p,s)
since \Zp)=Q if s>q. Therefore we have W  =rj(^_D ^*(3;p,,).
Since rj(^_D and is isomorphic into, we conclude yp,s = Xp,sX.
We are now in a position to prove 
T h e o r e m  (10
^N^(X(K), ^ ( K )  ;Z ,) Z,)i^).
Note that each is isomorphic into by (9*1). Such a direct decomposition 
of ~ W ( ^ ( K ) , ^ ( K ) ; Z p )  will be called canonical
Proof Mathematical induction on r will be used. For r <  0, the both sides 
are obviously zero, and hence (10» 4) holds for r< 0 . We shall now assume that 
(10-4) is valid for r  ^  ro, and prove (10*4) for r= ro+ l.
Case I :  ro is not divisible by p.
By (10*1) and the hypothesis of induction, we have
^ (i^ )  ; Zp) = Tpm^KX(K), ^ ( K )  ; Z^) 0  n i ro (K ;Zp )  
==Tp((®I]:L-ci,4.^_i)/,3r,V.^^(i^; Z,) © n H ’^ o^K; Zp)
"  ^ "^si^l(rQ+p)/pl^ro-s+lH^ ( K ; Zp) , 
since C(ro+/>)//>] = L(ro+p~l) /p'] if ro is not divisible by p. This proves (10*4) 
for r=ro+l.
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15) Let A j  ( y = l ,  2, •••, r )  be subgroups of an abelian group. Then we write A t  + A ^+  ••• + A ^  
as Aj, and 0  ^ 2  0  ••• 0  ^s eSyIi Aj
16) See Theorem  5 in [181.
19) Let r  be a num ber, then we denote by [r] the greatest integer ^  r.
Case 2: ro is divisible by p.
Let pq. We must prove
I) ^ ( K )  ; Z,) = ; Z,).
II) The above decomposition is direct.
Proof of  I). It follows from (9*2) and the hypothesis of induction that
; Zp) ; Zp) Zp)
Z,)) +TIH^KK) Zp) = Z,).
Thus the proof of I) completes if we prove Tlp_
H%K]Zp). For this purpose, we shall consider /Cp(xxxx - ^  xx)  for any x ^ ( K ; 
Z^). Then we have A:p(:rx JX ••• X jr) 6 ^ (i^ )  ; Z^) by (10«2). Let yp^ s
^ H^{K; Zp) (s = q, q+ly ,pq~l)  be elements such that Kp(xxxx xx)  = 
^M-s(yp,s). Then we have = by (10«-3). Therefore Xp,g
T^cp-Dg(X)=Kp(XXXX--XX)-mi~qXiT^pq-s(yp,s)^ Applying Tp to the both sides of this 
equation, we have
^TpfCp(xXXX "-xx)  T^ pq-S \-l (yp, '
Since TpfCp(xxxx ••• x x )=  ~ ^ p i^ (x x xx  ••• X^)= -'d~pd%~^ d'  ^( x x x x  xx)  = -#p  
d%~^(x^x^ ••• ^ x )  by (2 »17), (7“3) and the definition of cup product [15], we have
(A) (x) = ~'Ylslq\l r^<7-s+l(3 p^,5),
where we put yp^ pq = x ^ x ^ - ‘^x .  This proves Z^) cXl^l^+ii/^CiT;
Zp), and completes the proof of I).
Proof of  II). Assume that 2 f=?+irj^-5+i(<^ )^ ==0 with as ^ (K; Zp). Then our 
purpose is to prove (aJ  = O for q + 1 ^  s ^  pq. Since T^(apg) ^--f^pd^'^apg)
= 7^ pi'’^ '(apqxlx’- x l )  = -Tpfcp(apgxlx--xl),  it follows from the assumption that 
Tp{A:p(^,,XlX Xl) ^qs(Cls) } =0.
Therefore there is an element bpg^H^^(^(K),%(K) \Zp) such that
(B) Kp (.ap, XlX • • • X I) = /9p(bp^ ) («,).
Applying j' a^-p to the both sides of (B), we have
P* XI X • • • X I) = P*; * (bpg),
since j*a-pfCp--= p=j^p^' = apTp = 0 and ap^pi' '^= ~ap7piCp==0. Thus it
follows from (7-4) that there exist elements x,y ^H^^(^(K) ;Zp) such that
(apg X lX --X l) - ;*  (bpg) = p* W  + 3;,
and such that 3; is a linear combination of diagonal elements for a base of H-^(K; Zp). 
We have
tCp(y)=fCp(apgXlX-‘Xl)-~fCpj^'(bpg) - /Cpp^ (x)
— fCp (a Pg X I X • • • X I) ^  p(bpg) .
Hence it follows from (B) and (C) that
(D) ^p(y)- l ll 'g l i  T%_,(as).
Since j  is a linear combination of diagonal elements, it follows from (1 0 *3) by 
the hypothesis of induction that the component of tcp(y) m (K \ Zp) is
%p,^F^^_]^ (^j;). Thus we see y=0 from (D). This, together with (C), gives
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Thus it follows from (B) that
By the hypothesis of induction, this implies that for q + l ^  s ^  pq —I.
Thus we have fe )  = 0 for ^ + 1 ^  5 ^ p q  — \, and hence also rj(a^^) = 0. This
proves II). Thus the proof of (10*4) is complete.
By (10-2), (10*3) and (10*4), we have
Theorem (10«5). Let x ^ {K\ Zp), then there exists a unique system of { p - 1)q 
elements {yp,s(x)} (s = q, q+l,-- pq — 1) with yp^sM ^ H^(K; Zp) such that
tCp{xxxx--xx)== (jp,,(x)) ;
it holds that y P^ gix) = Xp,qX with Xp,q in (9*5).
We have also
T heorem  (10«6). Given x { K \Z ^ ,  there exists a unique system of {p - I )  q 
elements {j^p,^^)} (^ s = q+l,q+2, ---ypq) with yp,s(x) ; Zp) satisfying an
equation
where yp,qix)=Xp,qX. Moreover such yp,s{x) coincides with the one in (10*5), and 
3^ p,/-7(^ ) =x ^ x ^ ' " ^ x.
Proof. Apply Tp to the both sides of (10-5). Since TpfCp(xxxx'--xx) = -i -^pi'  ^
( x x x x  ••• xx)  = - T ^ ^ ( x ^ x ^ ’" ^ x ) ,  we have J^iLq (jp,X^))=0. Next sup­
pose that there exist, two systems {j'p,X^)}, {j^ p,X^ )} satisfying the equation. Then 
we have (j;p,,(^)-3^p,.(^))=0. Since L(pq + l+ p- l ) /p ' ]  = q+h  this is
the canonical decomposition of O ^^N^'^'^^(di(K),^{K) ; Zp). Thereforeitfollow s 
from (10«4) that yp,sW —yp,s(^) =O for q-¥l ^p q .  This completes the proof of 
(10-6).
Let us denote by N' '(i^{K),h{K) \Zp) the kernel of the homomorphism Tt^'.H'' 
(3(K),  h(K) ; Z^) — > (X(K ) ,^ (K )  ; Zp) induced by tt. Obviously I* : N^(3(K),  
h(K) ; Zp) ^  "^N"'(dc(K),'^(K) ;Zp). Thus (10«4) for p = r is rewritten as follows:
T h e o r e m  (10«7). N^(S(K) ,h(K)  ; Z,) = Zp).
As translations of (10»5) for p=(j and (10-6) for p = v, we have
T h e o r e m  (1 0 -8 ) . Let x ^ (K\ Zp), then there exists a unique system of {p- I ) q 
elements {y^^s(x)] {s = q,q + l, , pq — l) with y^,s{x) Zp) such that
<^ >g(xXXX • ■ • X a;) = Ep^-,(.y^,s(.x)) ]
it holds that
T h e o r e m  (10-9). Let x ^ H “{K\Zt),  then there exists a unique system o f {p — l^q 
elements {yr,six)]{s = q + l,q-\-2,--- ,pq) with yr,s^H%K;Zp) satisfying an equation
Zlf4£'/.(,-jii(3'T,s(x)) = 0.
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where yr,,(x) =‘Xr,,(x).
11. Cohomology of the iJ-fold cyclic products
We shall retain the use of the notations in § 7. Especially recall the definitions 
of the sets i2*(K; Zp), Bt(S3*(K; Zp)) and of the vector subspaces ; Z^)),
V"(i2*(K; Zp)) (ZH--(XCK) ; Zp) ; the set {[*Kw) \ Zp)),Q S  j  S  p - \ ]
is a base of V"{S2*(iK-,Zp)).
T heorem  (11 • I) .
H - - ( ^ i K ) M K )  ■ , Z p ) = N \ ^ { K ) M K )  -,Zp) Zp)) ;
the kernel o f 4>*o-.V"(.Q*(.K-,Zp))— > iJ''(3 (/r), b(if) ; Z^) is T*V"'iQ*iK-,Zp)).
Proof. Let 2 6  V"’'iQ*{K-, Zp)), then it follows from (1 0 •2) that k^{z)
(K),  ®(if) ; Zp). This implies 1*~"k, ( z) 6 N'-(3(K),h(iK) ; Zp). Hence 
( K ; Zp)) CN--(3 (K) ,h (K )  ' ,Z^.  Thus it follows from (6*4) for p=<r that 
H'-{UK),KK);Zp)=N'-{^{K),\^(,K)-,Zp)+4>tiV”-{Q*{K-,Zp)).
We shall next prove that this decomposition is direct. Assume that c+4>%(b)=Q for 
c ^ N ’-(3(K) ,h(K)  ;Zp) and b^ V" {Q *{K \Zp) ) ,  and consider the following com­
mutative diagram
H ' ( X ( K ) , ^ ( K )  ; Zp) I l ^ H '( J i iK ) , %{K) ; Zp) l u ^ H ^ i U K ) ,  ^ ( K )  ; Zp)
^  A
I*
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H X S ( K ) , h(K) ; Z , )  H X ^ ( K )  ; Z , )  —  ^  H X ^ ( K )  ; Z ^ )
Since = 0, we have
a^Xb) = i M ( « - pa^ icA b)  =j^arl^ro(b)
= - f a , (C)==O.
Since b^ V 'X ^ ^ ( K \  Zp)), it follows from (7 '4) that there is an element V'XS^"  ^
(K\Zp))  such that b==r(d). Thus c+^ot*(J) = 0. Since ^Sr* = I*“'A:<xr* = 0, we con­
clude C=O. This proves that the decompostion is direct.
Put C=O in the above proof, then the argument shows that the kernel of is 
t"^V'X^^(K;  Zp)). This completes the proof of ( l l - l ) .
Let G be a field, then we shall denote by Rr (X, A ; G) the rank of the group 
H X X ,  A \ G )  (i.e. the dimension of the vector space H X X ,  A]  G)). The following 
can be obtained from (11* I) and (10*4) by simple calculations.
T h eo rem  (1 1 -2 ). Rr(3(K) ,  h(K) ; Zp)
=IlTJar.p-iyP ^ ; Zp) + ^ { R A ^ ( K )  ; Zp)-Rr/p(K;  Zp)},
where it is to be understood Rr/p{K-,Zp) = Q i f  r is not divisible by p. The union o f  
the set { E r - s ( b ' ) \ \ _ { r + p - l ) / p ' ] S s ^ r - l ,  b^Q*( ,K\  Zp), d imb=s)  and the set 
{(j)*(w) \weB{ ' ( i2*(K-Zp))  is a base fo r H ’-(3(K) ,h(K)  ; Zp).
We shall next consider H ' ( S ( K )  ',Zp). Since ^ i=  5*1* ‘lio, it is obvious from
(9*1) that (5* • \Zp) — > is isomorphic into for any
Y > \ .  Thus we have
Lem m a  (11*3). The sequence
0— ; Zp) b(if) ; Z p ^ J X  -,Zp)
is exact for r>l.
In virtue of this lemma, the following is obvious from (11*2) and (2‘13) 
T heorem  (11 *4). Let r > \ ,  then
R r i ^ i K )  ■ Z p )  =  P ^R siK -, Zp) + ^ [ R r ( X i K ) ; Z , ) - R r , p { K - Zp) }.
The union of  the set {j*Er-s{b) I [ ( r+ />-!) //)] g  s S  r -2 ,  b^Q*(K; Zp), dim b = s} 
and the set i4>*(.to) \ w ^ B C {Q*{K\ Zp))) is a base for H'{'^{K) -,Zp).
The following can be obtained from (I-Il)  by easy calculations.
T heorem  (1 1 -B). Let G be a field of characteristic q, not a divisor of p. Then
R r ( S i K )  ; G ) =  J  { R r Q i iK )  ; G ) +  ( , p - l ) R , i p { K ; G ) }
= i f  or i f  p-=2 and r ^2  (mod 4), 
^^{RX^ iK) - ,G ) -Ry i {K- ,G )}
i f  P = 2 and r= 2  (mod 4), 
where it is to be understood that R r f p ( K \ G )  i f  r is not divisible by p. Moreover 
it holds that ;G).
R e m a r k . (I) The relations (11*4) is known by Richardson-Smith [11].
(2) If we take as G the rational field, (11 *5) gives relations among the Betti 
numbers of 3 (K ) ,U K ' )  and K
We shall next study the reduced powers, the Bockstein homomorphism and 
the cup products in the groups \ Z p )  and //*(3(i^) \ Z p ) .  In virtue
of (11*3), the results on H^(Z{K) \ Zp) can be obtained at once from those on 
i/* (3 (i^ ), b(iT) \ Z p ) .  Hence we will not write the former explicitely.
T heorem  (11*6). Let Zp) /o r  I, 2,
I) Jp<p'^(XiXX2X---XXp)=(p^Qjp(XiXX2X-‘XXp) -Et(Xi^X2^-"^Xp).
II) (i) (9"(kt(xtxx2x‘-xxp)
(ii) (jTiXXs) =</)gSq"(^iX:r2)
Proof. I) is obvious from (3«7). The proof of (i) of II) is as follows: It 
follows from (3*14) and (2*19) that
(S’' ( ] ^ o ( X t X X 2 X - - X X p )
= s;=o ( “  I) (^i X ^ 2 X. • • X ^ ^)
=  ^ o ( ? ^ ( ^ i X X 2 X  ••• X A : ^ ) + l ] y = i ( - l ) " ‘ XXp)  
^(jyo(9"(xiXX2X XXp) --XXp)
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=  (X i X ^2 X •• • X Xp)  + S y = i (  “  I )  { x i ^ X 2 ^  - " ^ X p ) .
The proof of (ii) in II) is similar.
T h e o r e m  (11*7). Let x^H '^CK; Zp).
I) (i) J pE2.(x,+i{.x) =  E^co+i^Jpx),
(ii) JpE2o,+2{x)=E2a+^{x) + E 206+2{JpX).
II) (i) ^^E2o!;+i{x) c6Cs-jE2is~j){p-l)+2a,+l^^ (.x) y
(ii) E2c6+2{x) =Sy=O (X,Cs-jE2is-j)ip-l)+2a,+2^^ {x ) J
(iii) Sq^Ea+i(x) =S ;=o «,C,_y£'o,+n-,-ySq^'(^) (^, a ^  0), 
where ^Cp is the binomial coefficient with the usual conventions.
P roo f o f  I ) .  Since J p ^ * = we  have ApEt^x) =  — E^Ap {x ). Thus (i) follows 
from (3*8) and (9*8) :
ApE2c6+i{x) =  Apfx^Et{x) ^/x'^ApEtix) -  ~jn^EtJp(x) ^E2c+iAp(x).
(ii) is obtained from (9*8), (3*8) and above (i) :
ApE2a+2(x) =  ApvE2c-^i(.x) =  jj^ E2c6+i {x)  -vApE2c6+i{x)
=  E2c6+s(x) +E2c+2(ApX).
P roo f o f  IT). We shall prove (i) by mathematical induction on s+a . I f  5+a  =  0 
and hence s =  a =  0, it is obvious that the left and the right sides of (i) are both 
E i(x ).  Therefore we have (i). Assume that (i) holds for any (s, a) such that 
s-ha ^ l .  We shall now prove (i) for s-ha =  l-i-l.
Case: a Let 5+a =  /+l. Then it follows from (9«8) and (3*9) that
(S^E2..i (x) =  (S^/JtE2,-t(x)=/Jt(S^E2c.-l(x) + m^(S^'^E2c, - i (x ).
Applying the hypothesis of induction for (S"E2.:^,-i(x) and E 2o6- i { x ) ,  we have 
(S'E2c6-,-i{x)
=  /^ Sy=O c^-iCs-j Ep-2(S^ {x) +^^Sy-o c .-iC ,_ i_y  {x)
=  Sy=O (x,-iCs-j E2{s-j)Ep(S^ {x) +Sy=O o5~i^s-y-i E^(S^ (x)
=  S P o  L - lC s -J  +  . - lC s -J - l )  Ep(S^- (X ) +  ._iCoE2.+i(P" (^ )
=  Sy=O^C.-,-Ep(?^-(^), 
where we put ^  =  2 (s—j )  (p  —I )
Case: a =  0 (5 = / + l). In this case, it is obvious that
S y = o -C ~ y ^ 2 G -y )(^ -i )+ 2 .+ i (? ^ ’( ^ )  =  .
On the other hand, since E^= d%~\ it follows from the properties ( I )  and 
(II ) of S'" that
(S^E2.^i(x) =  &-^^Et(x) =Ei(S^^^\x).
Thus we have (i) for 5+a  = /+l, and complete the proof of (i). (ii) follows at 
once from (9*8), (3*9) and above (i), and the proof of (iii) is similar as in I).
T h e o r e m  (11»8). Let x, y, Xc6, Zp).
(i) ^ t ( x t x x 2 x - - X X p )^ (jy t (y i^ y 2 X -'Xyp)
=  S y = . - i ( - l ) '^ ’^ o ( (^ i^ 3 ^ y )  X (:\:2^3'y+i) X ••• X ( X p ^ y j - . d ) ,  
where Sj = ( I  + S ^ = i  dim y^) ( S i ^ i  dim y^,) + S ^ = o S p = ^ o 5+2 (<^^m y^+j) (dim x^).
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(ii) Es(x')^^yt(^i'x^2X " ‘'XXp) = 0  for 5 ^ 1 .
(iii) Es(x) ^E t i y )  =O for
Proof, (i) follows at once (3«3). Tc prove (ii), observe first that 
Ei(x')^(jyt(xtxx2x-"xxp)
= -"XXp)
= j'^d'^7L' '^^d1f (^ix) ^ ( p o ( X t X X 2 X  ••• XXp)  =0.
Then (ii) is obvious from (3»6). Since
Et(X) ^E t i y )  = d^'7ry-^dr' (x) ^ (^)
= ( )^ ^  (y) -= 0,
(iii) follows from (3«6). This completes the proof of (11*8).
12. Reduction formula-----Axioms for the reduced powers
We shall first study relationships y^^six) and yr,s(x) stated in (10*5) or (10*6). 
Let dim x^q .
T heorem  (12«1). (i) Let ^  3, then we have y^^s(x)=yr,s(x') i f  pq~s is 
even, and =O i f  pq — s is odd.
(ii) Let p = 2, then ya,s(x')=yr,s(x) for any s.
Proof. Apply  ^ to the both sides of (10-5) for p = r, and recall (2*9) and 
(2 «21). Then we have
k:^{x X x X " ' Xx) V l q ^ X y r (i> ^  3),
>^.(^x^) (P = 2),
where stands for summation over the integers 5 such that q s ^  p q - l  and 
pq—s are even. From these and (10»5) for a, we obtain (12*I).
C o r o l l a r y  (1 2 -2 ) . y<y,q i^(x) =O ( ^ ^ 3 ) .
We shall write briefly Xg = Xp^ q in the following.
T heorem  (12*3). I f  p ^ 3  and pq—s is odd, we have yrys{x)= dpy^^s-iix). 
Proof. Consider the elements Jp(f>o(xxxx xx)  and (po^pCxxxx--xx).  It 
follows from (10“8), (12*1), (11« 7) and (11-1) that
(JC X X X •• • X :\:) = Jp(ZlA'^^^p^-sy<r,s(x))
^YI^^pEpq-sycT,s{x) --Y^ ^^Epq-s+iycy,six) +YH'Epq^^ py ^  ,s{x)),
4 y % A p { x x x X ’- x x ) = < i > % Q y j Z l  V ^ i A p X X X X - - x x ) )  
-=p(^%{ApXXxx-''Xx) = 0, 
where Y!'  stands for summation over the integers 5 such that q s ^  pq — 1 and 
pq — s are even.
On the other hand, it follows from (11*6), (10*9) and the definition of Et that 
(h%Ap{xxxx--xx) -JpcptCxxxx- -xx )
= E t i x ^ X ^ - ^ x )  = -Y^stq^Epqs^-l(.yr,s{x)).
Thus we obtain
Y^'Epq^s+iycr,s(x) +Y''EpqsiApy s{x))=Ytl~q'^Epq-s+l{yT,s(x)),
and hence by (12*1)
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O Y'Epg-s+i  (yr,s  (x)) (^py O -,S  (x))
=Y''Epg^sCyr,s+l(x) -Ap ya,sM).  
where S '  stands for summation over the integers 5 such that ^ ^  5 and
p q - s  are odd. Since L (p q + l+ p - l ) /p ^ = q + l ,  this is the canonical decomposition 
of O h ( K)  ; Zp). Therefore, by ( 1 0 - 7 ) ,  we have yr,s+i(x) = Apy^,s(x)
if pq—s is even. This completes the proof of ( 1 2 - 3 ) .
We shall next study relationships between yp^s(x) and the cohomology opera­
tions.
L e m m a  (1 2 * 4 ) .
(i) Eg(p-i)+2 (x)=Y^/~o'^(-~'^y^^'^'’'^^E2j(p-i)+2(S^^^~Kx), i f  P ^ 3  and even q.
(ii) i f  and odd q.
(iii) i f  p  = 2.
Proof. Put ie = A :x lx ••• x l .  T h e n itfo llo w sfr o m  (3-10), (3-11), (2-19) and 
the property (I) of that
U.<s^ 4>% ix) = I Z U i - D  ix)
= 25--0 ( - 1 )  ix) = I]5=o ( - 1 )  ix)
= 2]5=o( -  I) ix) =S5=o( -  I) ix ) .
It follows from the property (V) of (P' and (3*5) that
li<S^H*oix) = H ^ i H  ix) ^ 4 ,* ix ) ^ - ^ c j> U x ) ) = 0  iq:  even), 
^(P(»+i)/2^*(^)=0 (^:odd).
Thus we have
0 = XIy~o(-l)''''^''-E2yO-i)+2(?*''^ "-’'(^) iq ■ even),
0 = i : % t ' ^ H - l ) ’^^E2j(p-i)^2(?(^^ '^>^ -^Kx) i q : odd).
These are (i) and (ii). The proof of (iii) is similar. Q. E. D.
L em m a ( 1 2 - 5 ) .  (i)  Eg^^{x) =YlU^-iE2g-s+iiya,s{x)), (.p-2),
(ii) Eq{p-i)-^2 i.x) = —'X,q^ (Yl s^^q+lEpq~s+2 (y cr,s(x)) y
(iii) Eq{p—±)j^pj i^(x) Xq Y^^=q+lEpq—s+p+l(ya-^s(x)).
Proof. These are obvious from (10*6) and (ii) of (1 2 * 1 ) .
T heorem (12«6).
(i) Let P ^ 3 ,  then y^,s{x) = (i-l)^Xq(SKx) i f  s = q + 2 j { p - l ) ,  and=0 otherwise]
(ii)  Let p = 2, then 3^ <r,X )^ =Sq^"^(x).
Proof o f  (i). Case: ^ is even. It follows from (i) of ( 1 2 * 4 )  and (ii) of (1 2 * 5 )
that
jyfioK~D^^^^^^^E^j(p.x).2(S'’'^-Kx) (J'.,»(x)) =0.
Since [ _ ip q + 2 + p - l ) /p 2  = q + l ,  the left hand of this equation is the canonical 
decomposition of Q £N *‘*^iQ iK ),h iK ) \Zp). Therefore it follows from (10-7) that 
( - 1) (:»:) (^) = 0, 
and 3^cr,5(^)=0 if s —q ^  O mod 2{p — l). This is (i) for even q.
Case: q is odd. Since y^,q+i{x)=Q from (1 2 * 2 ) ,  it follows from (ii) of ( 1 2 - 4 )  
and (iii) of (12*5)  that
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' K - D  W  + x ^ ^ J l U + S p , - s ^ p - . i y . , s  (X) =  0.
Since [(/>^+i> +  l+ /7“ l)//>] = ^ +2, the left hand of this equation is the canonical 
decomposition of O 6 (.3 (-^), b(iT);Z^). Therefore we have (i) for odd by
(10-7).
Proof of  (ii). From (iii) of (12«4) and (i) of (12*5), it follows that
2  Sq -^ ‘^(^) -lllq+lE2q-s+l{ycr,six)) = 0.
The left hand of this equation is the canonical decomposition of O € 
b(i^); Z2), since [(2^+1 +1)/2] = ^ 4-1. By (10«7) this gives (ii). Q. E. D.
Co rollary  (12‘7). Xq= i f  q is even.
From (12*1), (12-3) and (12‘6), we have
C o r o l l a r y  (12*8). (i) Let p ^ 3 ,  then yr,s{x) = { — l)^Xq(SKx) i f  s = q+2j{p
— I), = { — l)^XqAp(SKx) i f  s = q+ 2j{p - l )+ l ,  and =O otherwise, (ii) Let p=^2, then 
3;,,,(X) =Sq^-Hx).
From (12-6) and (10*8), we have
T heorem  (12-9) (reduction formula). Let x Zp), then
(i) 4>tixxxx--xx)=XqTs^^j<^f2{.~l)^Eip-^)i,-2j)(SKx'), {p ^  3),
(ii) (^  X ^ )  =  ( ^ ) , {p  = 2 ).
From (12*8) and (10 *9), we have
T heorem  (12‘10) (reduction formula). Let x ^ H ^ { K \ t h e n
(i) £'(^_i)^+i(: ;^) =X jo<j^^/2(—l)' '^^ -^ (^ -^i)(?-2y)+i(?‘^ '(x)
+ T.^^j<q/2{-iy-^^Eip-t)U-2j)^p(SKx), (P ^  3),
(ii) (x) = YljiiEq-j+iSq^' (x), (p = 2 ),
A  characterization of  the reduced p-th power.
We shall now prove that the reduced ^-th power is characterized by its pro­
perties (I) — (V) stated in § 3.
T heorem  (1 2 ‘ 11). Suppose that an operation
^  ; Zp) A ; Zp)
is given for any simplicial pair (X, A) and for any integers s and q, and that the 
properties ( I ) -(V )  replaced (?^  hy P^ are satisfied. Then we have P^ = (S'.
Proof. If A  is not empty, we may consider a space K  obtained from X  by 
contracting ^  to a vertex v  ^ of A. Then TT is a finite cell complex which has v^  as 
a vertex, so that K  can be simplicially decomposed such that v  ^ is a vertex. Let ^ : 
(X, A) — > (iT, V^ ) be the contraction. Then  ^ maps X — A  onto K — v^  homeomorphi- 
cally, and hence we have by the excision property that
V^ ; Zp) ^  {X, A ; Zp) for any r.
Let J : K  — > (iiT, v^) be the inclusion, then it is obvious that 
i* : V^ ; Z,) ^  { K ; Z,) for r ^ l .
Thus we have
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{X, A\Zp)<=^ (K; Zp) for r  ^  I.
Furthermore if A  is not empty then (X, A  ; Z^) Therefore, in virtue of the
property (I) of (P^  and P \  it is sufficient to prove on the absolute cohomology
groups. However, since the properties of the reduced power used in the proof of 
(12*6) are only (I)-(V ), we have also (12-6) replaced by P \  This shows that 
P'Oc') = (S'{x) for any complex K  and any element Zp). Q. E. D.
By the same method, it can be proved that the squaring operation Sq' is character­
ized by the properties (I)-(V).^^^ For a characterization of the squaring opera­
tion, see also J-P. Serre [12].
R em a rk . I. We do not assume the linearity of the operation However, 
since it is easily seen that ya,s(x) in (10»8) is linear with respect to x, it follows 
from (12*6) that P^ is a homomorphism.
R em a rk . 2. Since the reduced power and squaring operation are not used in 
the proof of (10*8) or (10*9), it follows from (12*6) or (12*8) that we may adopt 
the unique solution {3 p^,5 (^ :)} of the equation of variable in (10*8) or (10*9) as a 
definition of the reduced power and the squaring operation.
13. Cyclic products of special complexes
The cohomology of the p-io\d cyclic product of an /^-sphere 5"" is especially 
interest. In this section we shall first record the results for this special case. Some 
of these results are obtained by S. D. Liao [5], by using of the different methods 
from ours. Next, we shall determine the integral cohomology groups^^^ of the 
/?-fold cyclic products of S'" and (/)""), where denotes a complex
obtained by attaching an (^+l)-cell to by a map of degree
Let 6n be a generator of i f ” (5” ;Z^), and write 
a s ^ f E s - n ( e n ) e H \ 3 m ; Z p )  
for n + 2 ^  S ^ n p .  Let I ^ p ,  and {ai,a2, - -y  a.g} a set of q different integers 
mod p. Then we shall write
gnq(.0il,0i2, '",Oiq)=(p^{XtXX2X'"'XXp) ^ \ Zp) ,
where Xj=^ en if j ^ a t ^ a 2, ,ocq mod p, and = I otherwise. Then (11*4) and (12«9> 
yield the following
T h eo rem  (13*1). as and gnq (« i, « 2, •••, aq) are non-zero elements of  iJ * ( S ( S ”) ; 
Zp) \gnqioi±, CC2, , CLq) = ± g n q { I , 2, ^ q) i f  ciud Only i f  thcTe is an integer k such
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18) W ithout loss of generality, we may assume that X and A are connected.
19) Thom  [18] does not assume the property (I) in the characterization of squaring operation. 
However it seems to me that the property (I) is used in the  T hom ’s proof, so th a t (I)  is 
needed in the characterization.
20) We do not know the integral cohomology groups of S ( K )  for any complex K  and any prim e 
num ber p. For p~2, see [17]. Recently T. Yoshioka obtained the results for /> =  3, 5 and 7 
by m aking use of the same method as in [17].
that {c^ i + /e, 0:2+^, ••• , 0^ 5 +  ^ } = ; there is pCq/p different 0^ 2,
aq) for a given q ; 77*(3(5'"') ; Zp) is generated by the elements I, as (n-\-2 ^  s ^  np) 
and gnq(.at^a2, ’" ,aq) for l ^ q ^ p - 1  and every set {0:1, ^2, •••, 2, -
Xna„p (Xn ^  O mod p).
The following relations are obtained from (11 »6) and (11*7).
T h eo rem  (1 3 -2 ) . (i) J^^«^(q:i,q:2, =O ; Apanv2c^ M==^ , Apan+2c6-v2^ an^2.cc-^ -^ .
(ii) (p'^«(l) = i f  S (S'gnq («1, «2, O i f  Q > I and s ^  O ;
^^^n+2c6+l~ o!,Cs^ n+2s(p-l)+2c6+ly ^^ (^ n+2c6+2 ~ a^s (^ n+2s(p-l)+2c6+2’
(iii) Sq^gn(l)=an+s (5^2 ), Sq^an+ +1 == ccCs a„^ a+s-^ -i.
The structure of cohomology ring ; Zp) is also determined easily by (11*8).
For example we have
T heorem  (1 3 -3 ) . Let p ' ^3 ,  then gn(^)^ g n ( X ) g 2n(l,k) i f  n is even, 
and =O i f  n is odd. Let p = 2, then gn(l)^gn(X) ^ a2n^
Denote by /?^(F) the Betti number of a complex F. Then, by (11*5) we have 
T heorem  (13*4). (i) Let p = pCqlp f o r r = n q  ( l ^ q < P ) \ = l
for r=np and Q\and =O for any other r. (ii) Let p = 2. ^ r(.'Si S^'')) = I for r=2n 
(n : even), n and O ; and = O for any other r.
Let A  be an abelian group, and q a prime number. Then we shall denote by 
C(A,q)  the ^-primary component of A, and by C(A,co) the free component of A. 
Let us denote by J {A, r) the direct sum of r groups each of which is isomorphic 
with A; Then we have
T h e o r e m  (13*5). ( i )  C(H ^(3 (S ' ' )Z ) ,  q) =O for any s and q^p,oo,  (H) 
C(H^(S(S'0 ; Z),  00) ^ Z  i f  S O and pn with {p — \)n  = even, ^ ]{Z, pC q/p] i f  s = nq 
ivith I ^  q P ~ I, and = O for any other s. (iii) C(i7^(3(5'”) \ Z), p) ^ Z p  if  s ~ n 
is odd and ^  s — n ^ { p  — l)n, and = O for any other s.
Proof. Consider the exact sequence
; Z) (US") ; Z) ; Z).
Then (^(S ”) ; Z)  is free abelian, and it follows from (1*7) that the image of 
consists of elements of order p. Thus ( i )  is obvious, (ii) and (iii) follows from 
(13*1) and (13*4), by the universal coefficient theorem [3]. This completes the proof. 
Let e,f \ Z)  be a generator, and consider the homomorphism
, 1  =  ; Z) — > i/ -^ ^ - ‘^(S(S'^), b (S^) ; Z ) ,
: iJ"n^(5") ; Z) — >i/^^(3(5 '0  ; ^ ) .
(See §2.) Then the following is obvious from (13*1) and (13*5).
T h eorem  (13-6). i*£^;.,i(^J) /5 a generator o f  C (^"-'"^'"(3(5") ; Z ) , ^) f o r  
I ^  ( p n - ~ n ~ l ) / 2 ;  C(H^^(3(S^) ; Z ),  0 0) = ; Z).
In order to state the integral cohomology groups of the ^-fold cyclic product 
of we shall first introduce the functions $n(r), Vnir) and ju>n(r) defined
for each r and each integer n. These function are defined as follows:
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( i ) f.(r) = I if r - n p  is odd and I ^  r - 7 i p  ^  p ~ l ,
= O otherwise.
(ii) V n ( r ) = ( - . i y - n P ^ l_ _ p y p _ ^ n {r )  if I ^  r - n p  ^ p ,
= O otherwise.
(iii) l^n(r)  -  I if r —n is odd and n+?> ^  r  -^pn,
= O otherwise.
T h e o r e m  (13»7). The r-dimensional integral cohomology group o / SC 
(f# 0 )  is isomorphic with
Sn{r)]^J{Zp^^ Iqn(J)-VR^ /p}(B] {Zp^  [lnif) +
if{p — l)n is even, and is isomorphic with
J{Zpm^  R^/p~Sn(r)-~Vn(r)}(BJ{Zp^ 
i f  {p — l)n is odd, where denotes the rank of the r-dimensional integral cohomology 
group 6>/
We prove this theorem by making use of the method of Nakamura [7], which 
will be explained in later Appendix. For this purpose, calculate the number /i?"* 
= ; Zp) defined there. Then, in virtue of (16*4) in Appendix, the
theorem (13 • 7) follows by easy calculations. As for the number /i?'', we have the 
following results.
L e m m a  (13 «8). Let f  #  0. We have
( i )
= ~{Rr i^{K)  ; Zp) + {p-\)Rr/ t  (K; Zp) } S  3,
= \ [R rQ i{K ) ; Zd + ( . - i y ‘^Rr,2{K- Z^)} i f  p ^  2.
(ii) I f  P ^ 3 ,  rnR'' = I for np ^  r ^  (n+l)p — 2 ; i fp==2 and n is even, ^R"'
= 1 for r ^ 2 n  and 2n+l. Otherwise = 0.
(iii) —  coi?" = 0.
This lemma can be proved by making use of the resiilts in § 11 and § 12 and 
of the theorem (16» 5) in Appendix. The verification needs some cumbersome calcu­
lations. We shall omit to denote it here.
CHAPTER III. COHOMOLOGY OF SYMMETRIC 
PRODUCTS OF SPHERES
14. Cohomology mod 2 of  ^ ^
Let K  be a space, and consider a space obtained by identifying any two points 
(^1, ^2, (yi, 3 2^, •••, 3^ )^ of ^{p){K) into a single point whenever for
some permutation T of letters I, 2, •••, p. Such a space is called usually the p-fold 
symmetric product of K. We shall denote this space by ^ip)(K)  or ^ K.
In this chapter, we shall determine the cohomology of the 3-fold symmetric 
product of an /^-sphere S'". Since no confusion arise, we shall abbreviate 36(3) (5”), 
3 (3)(50 , <S(3)(S”) ••• as s, © ••• respectively.
Let
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i,
be transformations given by
t (xi, :^ 2, ^3) = (X2, Xs, Xi), § (xi, I 2, X3) = (X2, Xt^  X3)
(Xi € S ”) respectively. Then i (resp. §) is a periodic transformation of period 3 (resp,
2 ). The orbit space 0(3 ,^ I) is the 3-fold cyclic product 3. Since 
(14-1) !§ = §1^  = §1,
the transformation § induces a transformation 1: — >S such that the commutativity 
= holds, where n i d i — >3 is the projection. Then § is a periodic transfor­
mation on 3 with period 2. Suppose that 3 is simplicially decomposed and is locally 
ordered as in § 7. Then it is easily seen that I is a transformation satisfying the 
conditions a) and b) in § I. Thus we may apply the results in Chapter I with 
P = 2, W ==3y W'  = 0  and
Denote by F{t) the fixed points set under a transformation t. Then we have 
F(i) = x) \xeS^},  F(§) = {(a:, x, y') | x .yeS^} ,
F(§t) = {jT, y,x)  I X, 3; 6 S^}, F(§t^) = {(y, x, x) I x, y e S^}.
Obviously it holds for / = 0 , I, 2 that F(I) =®(3)(5 ”) C F (§ f), F (§f) n F (§ t0  = ^ (0  
if and is a homeomorphism. Let ^  = F(§) UF(§i) US(§i^),
then S is a t-invariant subcomplex, which contains F(t) ,  of Furthermore it is 
easily seen that S  =  O®, O is the fixed points set under the map §. Let k : ^ — > 
S” X S” be a map defined by
h Cr, 3;) -  (:r, 3;) for (x, 3;) € F(§), 
h (x, y, x) -  (x, y) for (x, y, x) 6 F(§i) , 
h(y,x,x') = (x. y) for (3;, x, x) € F(§i").
Then h is continuous. Since hi and hi^=h, h induces a map h\  g — >5”x 5 ” 
such that hn-=h. Then h is obviously homeomorphic onto. Thus we have proved 
L e m m a  (14*2). The fixed points set under i : S — is the orbit spaced over 
F(§) U F(§1) U relative to I, The map h is a homeomorphism of  g  onto
It is obvious that the orbit space 0(3, §) is the symmetric product 0  = 5”* S'”* 
5 ”. Let us denote by ;r  ^3 — > © the projection, and by f the image of by ft. 
We shall denote by ^o, Vy Ji ••• the homomorphisms ^o, v, ix ••• for the complex
3 with the transformation I.
By (13'I )  we have
i7"(3; ^ 2) ^  ^2 for r=jn{j=0,  I, 2, 3)(14 *3;
= O for any other r;
and it follows from (14-2) that
^  Z2 for r = 0, 2n,
(14*4) ^ Z 2 0 Z2 for
= O for any other r.
L e m m a  (1 4 * 5 ). Theinchision homomorphism ] Z2) — is
isomorphic into for r=n, and is trivial for r=2n.
Proof. Case I :  r=n. It is sufficient to prove that i^ ; ; -^ 2) — > ; ^ 2) 
is onto for the homology groups. Let 5^, be an ^-cycle of S'" representing the 
generator of i 7«(S^;Z2), and le t / :  S”— be a map defined by f (x) = (x, Xo, Xq), 
where Xo^S"" is a base point. Then it is obvious that Hn(.3;Z2) is generated by a 
class containing the singular cycle (Sn, ^r/). This is also a cycle in g, since / ( 5 ”) 
C iJ. Thus is onto.
Case 2:r=2n.  It is sufficient to prove that/V-’^ 2«®; ^ 2) — >H2n(3;Z2) is tri­
vial. Let e2n be a 2;?-cycle of 5"x 5 ” representing the generator of S” ; Z2). 
Let g2 '. X — > ae be maps defined by gi(x,y) = (x, Xo,y) and g2(x, y~) = (a:o, y, 
xX and let be a map defined by h' (x, y) = (x, x.y).  Then, for the 
singular cycles (e2n,gi'), ^2) and (e2n,h0 , we have a relation
h') -  fe;., ^i) + ^ 2) mod 2 
in where denotes to be homologous. Therefore we have 
f e ,  ^^0 2 (e2n,^gi) ^  O mod 2 
in S, because of TEg^i = 7Tg2. However it is obvious from (14« 2) that H2n ( ^ Z 2) is 
generated by the class containing the singular cycle (^2«, 7th' ) . This shows that i^ 
is trivial. Q. E. D.
Consider the following diagram :
/
~  'Hr-I
Z2) f; Z2)
I
(14-6) J L  Z2) .
| i ?
; Z^) H r ; Za) /V r
Y
where = Vr = ^ o and Then the sequence ••• Sr, Vr, Zr —
is exact and ^%jf Vr = S*, as is stated in (2*22). Note moreover that ••• d*- ,^ 
j*, i*, 5* ••• is the exact sequence for the pair (©, f). Using this diagram, we 
shall determine the cohomology groups * S” * S " ; Zz).
Lemma (14"7). ( i )  H'C®; Z2 for r=Q, and =O for  l g r g «  —I. ( i i )
f; Zg) =O for  O SrgM -L
Proof. Since Z ^ = H ’’(J-, Z^d=Q for O < r< « , (14-7) is obtained easily by
the consideration of <14 *6).
Lemma (14‘8). Zo) ^  Z2, H “(®, f; Za)=©. Moreover n*: Z^)
Z,).
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Proof. Since f; Zg) =O by (14 «7), = is isomorphic into. Consider
the diagram
/?”(© ; Z )^ iJH S; ^2)
J*
H ”C \\ Z ^  — > H " m ;  Z,)
then the right is isomorphic into from (14« 5), and both are isomorphic into. 
Hence the left is isomorphic into. Consider (14*6) for r=7iy then it follows 
that j t  is trivial. While, since Z2) = 0 , is isomorphic into. Therefore
i7”(©, f; Z2)=0. This shows that Sn is onto. Thus Sn is an isomorphism. Since 
i / ”(3 ; Z2) ^  Z2, we have ; Z2) ^  Z2, Q. E. D.
Lem m a  (14-9). \ Z 2) ^  Z 2 .
Proof. Consider (14*6) for r= n+ l.  Since i / ' ' ( 0 ,  f ; Z2) = 0 , Sn-\-i is isomorphic 
into. While Z2)=0, and hence Z2)=0. From this, it follows that
dn is onto. Thus we have
f ; Z2) Z d / m ^ Q B ;  Z2).
Since iJ ''(f ; Z2) ^ Z 2 0 Z 2  and is isomorphic into, we have f; Z2) ^ Z 2.
Lem m a  (14-10). i^^(© ; Z2) ^  H'' (0 , f ; Z2) ^  Z2 for  n+2 ^ r  ^  2 n - l .
Proof. Since iJ ''(S  ; Z2) = / / ' '( f ; Z2) =O for < r< 2n ,  we have by using of (14«6)
f. Z2) Z2) T; Z2)
for n + \ ^ r ^ 2 n - - 2 .  Therefore (14*10) follows from (14*9).
L em m a  (1 4 -1 1 ) .  ; Z 2) f ;  Z 2) ^ Z 2 .
Proof. Consider (14*6) for r=3n. Since ; Z2)= H ^”(T; Z2) = 0 , is
isomorphic onto. Since Z2) = 0 , Vsn is onto. While F ^”(S ; Z2) ^  Z2, and
hence f; Z^) =0, or ^  Z2. Assume that the former holds, then Ssn is onto
and Zz^=O. This implies Z2) = 0 , which contradicts (14*3) There­
fore it holds that f; Z 2) ^  Z^. Thus we have (14-11).
Lemma (14-12). i / ' ' ( 0 ;  Z2) ^  Z2 f o r  2 n + 2 ^ r ^ d n  — \.
H"'(B, f; Z2) ^  Z2 fo r  2n +  l ^ r ^ 3 n  — l.
Proof. Since is isomorphic, we have that ^3«-i is onto. W hile/^^'""^(3; Z2) 
= 0, and hence ^3«_i is isomorphic. Thus f; Z2) ^  FP^QB ; Z2) ^  Z2
from (14-11). Since iJ ''(3 ; Z2) = i/"” (T; Z2) = O f or 2n + l ^ r ^ 3 n  — l, we have 
(B, T; Z2) ^ i J ^ ^ ' ( 0 ;  Z^) ^  f ; Z2)
for 2^ +  1 ^  r ^  3;^  —2. This proves (14-12).
L em m a (1 4 -1 3 ) .  i7^^-"^(0; Z 2) = 0 .
Z2) ^ iJ^ » (0 , t; Z 2)^Z 2.
Proof. Consider the diagram
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Z2) Z 2)
i>2n
7’*f'2n
then the right i^ n is trivial from (14*5) and the lower ;r* is isomorphic onto. 
Hence the left is also trivial. Therefore, in (14*6) for r=2n+l,  dtn is iso­
morphic into. While ; Z2) ^  Z2, and f; Z2) ^  Z2 from (14*12). 
Hence it holds that SL is isomorphic onto, so that is trivial. Since ; Zz) 
= 0, we have ; Za) =0.
Since i*„ is trivial and Z£i=0, it follows that is an isomorphism.
Since Z^) =0, Vzn is onto. While Z^) = Z2, and hence f;
Zz) =Q or ^Z z -  Assume that the former holds. Then we have ; Z j)=  0.
However, since Z )^ =O and f; Z2) ^  Zz from (14 *10), it follows
that is isomorphic into and hence H^"(<B;Z2) ^  QS, J ; Zz) D Z2. This is 
a contradiction. Thus we have QB, f; Z2) ^ Z z -  This proves (14*13). 
Summarizing (14*7) — (14-IS), we have
T heorem (14>14). * S” * S"; Zz) ^  Zz for r=Q, n, n + 2 S r ^ 2 n  and
2w + 2Srg3w ; =O for any other r.
Since S" * S” is the 2-fold cyclic product of S", it follows from § 13 that 
i^*(S" * S” ; Z2) has as a base the elements I, gn=gnO-) and «„+s(2Ssgw) such 
that
Sq‘>„ = a„+,- (2 S i  S n ) ,  Sq'a„+*+i = «C,a«+«+,-+i (a ^  I),
(14-15)
Let
TTz : S"xS"  — ^ 5" * 5”,
TTs : S’'x S ”xS '' — > S” * S" * S ”, 
n^z- S ^ x S ^ x S "  — > S”x ( S ’' * S ”),
TTo : S" X (S" * S ”) — > S" * S ’‘ * S” 
be the natural projections. Then it is obvious that 
(14-16) TtiZ= ix-nz, ^0^12=^3, Tii = TtK,
where i is the identity map.
For Z = O, 2S/SW , n + 2 S i S 2 n ,  let K+t be the generators of * S" * S ’‘\
Zz). Then we have
L e m m a  (14-17). (i) ;r^(^„) = lx ^ „ + e „ x I.
(ii) ;To (A„+,) = I X and Sq‘ ih„) =K^i i f  2 S i  S n .
Proof. It follows from (14-16) that
Ttl^  O-Xgn) = \XTtlig„) = ilxe„xV) + {lxly .e„) ,
f e x l ) = ^ ^ x lx l .
Since * 5 ”) ; is generated by and ^„xl, this shows that
is isomorphic into. Furthermore it follows from (14*16) and (14 “8) that 
ihn) ^  7 r * 7 r ' "  Qln) -= (^ ;, X  I X  I) + (I X  Cn X  I) + (1x1 X  Cy^  .
Therefore we have by (14*16)
(I X  gn +  X  I) =  7 T *  ( / z  J  -  T I *  7 T *  ( / z  J .
Since is isomorphic into, this implies that (/zj =1 x^„+ ^„xI. Namely we 
have (i).
It follows from above (i) that
TT^ Sq (/^J = Sq^ ’TT* {h^ = Sq^ ' (I x x I)
= Ix  Sq^ ’^ ,, = Ix  Qn^ i (^>0).
Since I x a ^ n - / if 2 ^  it follows that 7T '^Sq'(/zJ and hence S q '(^ J  is not 
zero for 2 ^ n .  Therefore we have Sq'(/zJ This proves (ii). Q. E. D.
L e m m a  (14* 18). I f  2 ^ n, we have
Hn ^  — h2nvij ( 2^«f?)
Proof. It follows from (14*17) and (14*15) that
7r:^ <ihn ^  hn^ ^^ ) -Tilhn ^  nlhn^ ^^
= (lx^„+ ^„x l) ^  ( ix ^ „ ,0  
=  I  X  ( ^ ; ,  ^  an^-^) +Cn X  an+i 
^Cny^an,-u (2 ^ n ) .
Since ^„x<2,h-^#0, we have hn^hnM ^^  and hence hn~vi=^ h2nvi^  This proves 
(14*18).
The following is obvious from (14*14), (14*17) and (14*18).
T h e o r e m  (14*19). The homomorphism
< :  H^{S^ * Z2) — * S") ; Z2)
is isomorphic into for any r.
Finally we have
T h e o r e m  (14*20). Let hn -^i^H^"'" (.S'' * 5 ” * 5 ” ; Z2) be the generator, where 
/= 0 ,  2 ^ i ^ n ,  n + 2 ^ i ^ 2 n .  Then we have the fo llowing:
(i) Sq'{hn) = hnAi for 2 ^ i ^ n .
(ii) Let y^ = l, 2, and l ^ j ^ n ~ l ,  then
^^Khkm jM^  = jCihkn^ -i-vj+i i f  i+j  ^  ^ “ 1,
= O i f  i + j > n - l .
(iii) hn ^  hnH = h2nA-i for 2 ^ 1  ^ n .
(iv) hn+i ^  hn+j = O for 2 ^  i, j  ^n.
Proof, (i) and (iii) are proved in (14*17) and (14*18) respectively. We shall 
prove (ii) for k-=l. The proofs of (ii) for k ^ 2  and of (iv) are similar.
It follows from (14*17) and (14*15) that
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7r*Sq^‘ =  Sq*;r J  (/^^+yn-i) =  Sq*' ( I  x  an- j^+i)
== I XSq'(«„+y+i) = O if i + j ^ l  > n, and 
= Iy- jCiGn^ i j^ -^l-= jCiTC1^ Qln+i+j^ -t) if i + j + l ^ U .
Since is isomorphic into from (14» 19), we have (ii) for k = l. This completes 
the proof of (14‘20).
15, Cohomology mod 3 and integral homology of S'" * S' * S"
Let
TpI Za) — ^  Zs),
Za)  ^ Qi, Za)
be the homomorphisms, defined in § 2, for the complex ^ with the transformation t. 
Since the map i : 36 — > di is obviously t-equivariant, i induces the homomorphism 
i*: Za) — > I^ T Qi, Za) which commutes with Tp and ■yjrp. (See the
later part of § 2.) The map § : X — > di is not t-equivariant. However we can 
easily verified that 
(15-1) =
for the cochain map induced by Therefore we can also easily prove that § 
induces a homomorphism §* : Za) — > (36, SD; Za).
Lemma (15«2). (i) (ii) r ro --T o -r .
(iii)
Proof. Let Za), and let ru be a representative cocycle of a.
Then §*Tr(< )^ is represented by On the other hand, it follows from
= — that  T t^ *§*(^ )^ is represented by Thus we have (i). (ii) follows
from (7§’^ ==§^ (7 easily. Using the above notations, §*^a-(^) is represented by 
On the other hand, it follows from that '^ o-§*(<^ ) is represented by
— However — Therefore we have (iii). Q. E. D.
Let I*: H''CS, b; Za) — b; Za) be the homomorphism induced by the 
map i*: S — >3, and let
ju: H^(3, b; Za) — b; Za),
Z/: (3, b; Za) H^^\3,  b; Za), 
r :  a ;  Za) — > H \3  \ Za) 
be the homomorphisms, defined in § 2, for the complex 36 with the transformation
I Then we have
L e m m a  (15»3). (i) i V = ( - l ) V ^ I * .  (ii)
(ii) (/)*§*-§*(/>*.
Proof. We shall prove (i) by mathematical induction on a. If a-=\, it follows 
from (15*2) that
I*//=i*P “ j * = i*“ V r  ,7  j *  V , i* r r  j *
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21) Of course, we write (T =  l+t>^+t2>» and r = l —
Assume that (i) holds for a then we have
§ * ^ ^ + 1 = =  ( -1 )  = ( -1 )
This is (i) for a = 1+1. Thus the proof of (i) is complete.
(ii) is obtained from (15*2) as follows:
0-1* = - 1*~ Vcr§*T j*
(iii) follows at once from = Q. E. D.
The cohomology group i /* ( 3 ; Z^) is generated by the elements I, gnO-), ^2«(1,2)
and Un^ s (2 ^ 5 ^ 2 /2). We shall study the image of these elements by the 
homomorphism a* = l+ i* :  Z3).
L e m m a  (15-4) (i) 5*(^„(1)) = -^«(1).
(ii) a*(^2«(l, 2)) =O i f  n is odd, and = 2 )  i f  n is even.
(iii) 5*(«„+205+2) = —^ «+205+2 i f  Gi is odd, and =O i f  a is even.
(iv) a*(a„+2o5+i) =O i f  a is odd, and ==-an+2a+i i f  oc is even.
Proof. It follows from (16*3) that
§* (^« (I)) = i* (^* (^ « X lx l ) ) =  (^ )*§* (^ „ XI X I)
= (/)* (I X X I) = (/)* (t*2 (^ „ X I X I)) = ^ „ (I).
From this, (i) is obvious. The proof of (ii) is similar. The homomorphism §* : 
Z3) — > iJ ''(^ ;  Z3) is obviously the identity. This, together with (15*3), 
implies that
i* (^«+2.+2) = 0^* fe)
=jH^jii^pd^7r^-^d^-\en)
= (-l)^-^VVz;ri*7r*-^^/
 ^(-l)-^VVi^5*7r*-X*-^§*(^J 
= ( - 1 )^^-Vh2.+2.
From this, we obtain (iii). The proof of (iv) is similar. This completes the proof 
of (15-4).
Since it follows from (1 ‘1 1 ) that
^* : * S”; Z3) ^  5*i7^(3; Z3),
we have from (16*4) by easy calculations the following
Theorem (15-5). (i) i7"(5"* 5 ”* S”; Z3) = 0 /o r 0 < r < n ,  r==n-hl, r=n+4k-2  
with \ ^ k ^ \_ (n + V ) /2 }  and /e#[(?2+ 2) /4], r=n+4:k-l  with I ^ ^ ^ [(2^+ l)/4 ] 
and ^ # [ ( / 2+ 1 ) / 4 ], r=2n with n ^  — l (mod 4), and r>2n.
(ii) i/"'(S” * S” * S” ; Z ^  ^  Z^ for r-=Q, r==n, r=n+4:k with \-^k^{_n/2'] and 
^ ^ [ / 2/4 ], r=n+^k+l  with I ^ k  ^[^(2n — l')/Q and ^=¥[(^ —1)/4], and r=^2n with 
n ^ ~ 2  or I {jnod 4).
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(iii) H'CS" * S" * S ” ; Zg) Z^® fo r r= 2n  with  « = 0  (mod 4). 
Consider the homomorphisms
TC* : i?'-(S" * S" * S” ; Z3) — > H '^ (3 ; Z3), 
V  : (3;  Z3) —^ H'(S" * S ’' *S";  Z3).
Then we see that Tt*V = a* and that is isomorphic into. (See (2 *1 0 ) and ( I - I l ) .)  
Therefore if we write
(15-6)
gn =  4>*gn(l),  g 2n ^ V S 2n ( l , 2 )  fOT C V en  H,
«»+4 0 !+i = <^ *a«+i®+i for I S a  s [ ( 2 w - l ) / 4 ] ,  
a«+4 » =^*««+4 « for I S a S  [w /2 ],
then it follows from (15-4) that
(15-7)
i i ^ * g n = ~ g n ( l ) ,  7t*g2„= - g 2 „ ( l , 2 ) ,
^  ^n+4:0ii+l~  ^  ^«+4oJ =  ^«+4c«*
Thus we have
T h e o r e m  (15 *8 ). The element I and all the elements o f  (15*6) compose a base 
fo r the vector space i f * (S ” ♦ 5 ” ♦ S ”; Z3 ).
As for the reduced powers, the Bockstein homomorphisms and the cup products 
in * S ” * 5 ” ; Z3), we have
T h e o r e m  (15-9). ( i )  <S‘gn^ (-iy*^a„^-u (« # 0 ), (P’'^ 2 « = 0  (/A=O), (?'a„+4 *+i
~ ( a 4 “/ s n( 2w I ) / 43), '^ «+4(1! ^ 2o5—iGf^ 3!«+4(oj+(') (a ”}'/SCw/2 j ) .
( i i)  ^3 ^« = 0 , J3 ^2 « = 0 , J3<?b+4*+1 = 0 > ^3«»+4®=5»+4aHl-
(iii) g„'~>gn=g2n fo r  even n, and^f) fo r  odd n \  ( - l ) ”''^ ^^ a3 « fo r  even 
n, and=Q fo r  odd n \ fo r  j  =1 , 2  and e = Q,I ■, «„i4 »+£'-'a„+4 p+£' = 0 /o r  
e, £' = 0 , I.
Proof. It follows from (15-7) and (13-2) that
a*(S%  = (S'ft*g„ - ( ? ’>„(!)
= (-l)''^^fl„^4,= ( - l ) ‘- '^^*«„.4,-.
Since n* is isomorphic into, we have ( —I) ’ The  proofs of the other
results are similar. Q. E. D.
T h e o r e m  (15"10). Let G be a field o f characteristic q ^ 2 ,3 . Then ;
G)«iG fo r  r=0,  n, 2n with even n, 3« with even n. For any other r, H '(S"*S’’*S"; 
G)=0.
Proof. Itfo llow s from (11*5) that H *(3',G ) is generated by the elements 
^ * ( e „ x lx l ) ,  <^)*(g„xe„xl) and ^ ’*'(e„xe„xe„), where e„ € i /" ( S ’‘ ; G) is a generator. 
Furthermore, since =  it holds that
(e„ XI X I) = 4>*^ * (e„ XI X I)
= (e„ XI X I) = </.* (e„ XI X I), 
l*4>* (e„ X (?„ X I) = (e„ X e„ X I)
= (-l)«<A*(e„xe„xl),
§*(/)* {Cn X X 6n) =  {Cn X 6n X
T hereforeitfollow s that and that both a*iJ2«(3;G) and
(3; Q  are isomorphic with G ii n is even, and== O if n is odd. This, together with 
(!•11), proves (15*10). Q. E. D.
T heorem  (15*11). For the integral homology groups H r i S ' ' ^  S'" \ Z ) , we 
have the following:
( i ) C(Hr(S'' S” * 5 ” ; Z), oo) ^  Z  for  r=0, n, 2n with even n, 2n with even n ; 
and =O for any other r.
(ii) C {H r{S^^S^^S^ \Z ) ,  2) for r=^jn+2k with I ^ ^ ^ C (? ^ - l) /2 ]  and
I, 2; and =O for  any other r,
(iii) CiHriS^ ^ S ” ^ \Z),  3) ^  Z^ for r^n~\~^k with I ^ ^ [ ( 2/2- I ) /4 ] , and 
==0 for  any other r,
(iv) C(Hr(S*' * S” =5* S” ; Z), ^) = O for odd prime q^3  and any r.
Proof  Consider the Smith-Richardson sequence
( 3 :  Z )  \ Z )  I u  H ' Z )
for the complex 3 with the transformation I, where r = l “ i. Then it follows from 
(1*7) that 2 Tt ^ ^ '‘(3 ; Z) =0. On the other hand, we see from (13*5) that i/* (3  ; Z) 
has only free component and 3-primary component. Therefore it follows that 
; Z);=5= i^7''(5”  ^S” * 5 ” ; Z) is isomorphic with a direct sum of some Z, Z2 
and Z3. Now (15-11) can be obtained from (14*14), (15*5) and (15*10) by the 
universal coefficient theorem [3]. Q. E. D.
T heorem  (15-12). The 3fold symmetric product of an n-sphere and the 
Eilenberg-MacLane complex K(Z,n)  are of the same (in+^)-type.
Proof. This follows from (14 »20), (15*9) and (15*11) by similar arguments 
as in [10], § 4.
R em a rk . The symmetric group of degree 3 is solvable. This is the first 
reason for which we can apply the theory in Chapter I to the determination of co­
homology of the 3-fold symmetric products. Since the symmetric group of degree
4 is also solvable, we shall be able to apply the similar arguments as in this chapter 
to determine the cohomology of the 4-fold symmetric product.
APPENDIX
16. Calculating method of integral cohomology groups
T. Nakamura gives in his paper [7] a method to calculate the integral co­
homology groups from the cohomology with coefficients in fields. Different from 
the original exposition, we shall here explain it as an easy application of the theory
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of exact couple due to W. S. Massey [6].
We shall first recall some definitions and properties. Let
A ----A
(E) \  /
h \  / g  
C
be an exact couple ii. e. a system consisting of two abelian groups, A  and C, and 
three homomorphisms f ,  g, h such that the following exactness conditions hold: 
image /== kernel g, image kernel h, image = kernel / ) .  Then, define
> A'
(E') \  /
h ' \  / g '  
C '
as follows: ^ ' = /( A), C '= (kernel J ) / (image d), f ' (a) =f(a), g'(a)=gf~^(a) (a^A ' )  
and h'(c) ==h(c)(c£C'), where d=gh and c denotes the element of C' containing c. 
Then (£ ') is also an exact couple, which is called the derived couple. Define the 
/-th derived couple
GE) \  /
i h \  i /  ig 
iC
by (oE) = (E) and (iE) = Denote by ifc the natural homomorphism of a
subgroup of C onto /C. In (E) ^ let A  and C be graded and let / ,  g, h be homo­
geneous homomorphisms of degree 0, 0, +1 respectively. Then it is verified easily 
that the same holds in GE').
Let iT= {Q(iT), 0} be a chain complex such that each Cq(K) is a finitely 
generated free abelian group and Q(Zf)=O if q<0.  Take an exact sequence
^  97
O— — > Z - ^ Z p — >0, 
where $ is the homomorphism defined by f (r) =pr Qr ^ Z )  and rj is the natural 
projection. Then, as is well known, we have the exact couple of cohomology 
groups:
H*(K; Z)  — Z)
\  /
2 p \  / n *
where and are the homomorphisms induced by $ and rj respectively, and 
2p is the Bockstein homomorphism. Consider the /-th derived couple of this exact 
couple:
Z)  — ^  ,H * { K \Z )
\  /  
iAp\ /
,H*{K)Zp)
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Then the following is obvious from the definitions.
Lem m a (16*1). {K \ Z) H'-^{K \ Z ) , and is the homomorphism sending 
P^ a {a ^H ^{K ]Z ) )  to p^p^a),
Since H^{K\Z)  is finitely generated, H^(K;Z)  can be written as a direct sum 
of cyclic groups whose orders are infinite or a power of a prime number. Denote 
by bg(K) the number of Z, and by f^(K;p^) the number of Zph, in this direct 
decomposition of H'^(K;Z).  Then the following is obvious from (16*1).
Lem m a  (16 »2). The kernel of iH^K; Z) -— >iH^{K\Z) is isomorphic with 
J[Zp, Hh^i+itKK\p^)}, and the cokernel is isomorphic with }{Zp, +
(K;p^)},
Therefore, by the exactness of the l-th derived couple, we obtain 
Lemma (1 6 -3 ) . i R^K;  + +
where iR ^{K\Z^  denotes the rank of  the group iWiK\Zp) ,
From this, we have
tR^ ( K ; Z,) » ( K ; Z,) t^ '^  ^  ( K ; P ^ +t^(K; P^  ^
Thus we have
T heorem  (16 «4).
Zp) --i^^RKK; Zp)].
This theorem shows that if we know ( /f ; Zp) for every prime p, then the inte­
gral cohomology groups can be calculated immediately.
To the calculations of iW(^K\Zp), we may use the following theorem which is 
obvious from the definition.
T heorem  (16*5). Let ia^ iFP(^K; Zp), and let a^H^(K;Zp)  be an element such 
that IfC (a) = ia. Let further a be an integral cochain such that a mod p represents 
a. Then the image of  ia by the homomorphism id=-Jih \ i W { K \ Z ^ — >iW'^~^{K\Z^ 
is represented by the cohomology class containing (l/p '^ '^^)da.
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